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Camp Michigania is a family camp for University of Michigan alumni and has been operating in 
Boyne City, Michigan since 1963. In order to become more sustainable, Michigania wanted to 
assess the feasibility of installing renewable energy at camp. It was important that there be a 
focus on creating educational materials and connecting campers to sustainability issues in order 
to have broader impacts both inside and outside Camp Michigania. To achieve this goal, the 
team was divided into two sections; educational and technical. The educational team conducted a 
comprehensive survey, created an outreach program for campers and donors, produced a website 
to track the progress of the project, designed child and adult educational resources, and built 
educational displays. The technical team obtained and analyzed energy use data, performed site 
analyses, solicited quotes and performed vendor reference visits, researched zoning ordinances, 
built energy and financial models, and identified the best renewable energy technology. The 
results of these analyses led the team to focus on a roof-mounted solar photovoltaic system. Solar 
vendors were then compared on price, technology, and level of experience. The team 
recommends Sunventrix as the vendor and that a 19.76kW solar photovoltaic system be installed 





The team would like to thank the following people for their contributions to this project: 
Client – Mitch Rosenwasser, Executive Director, Camp Michigania 
Mitch impressed team members from the very first meeting by effectively conveying his passion 
for Michigania, the campers that attend each summer, and the present and future sustainability 
goals of the camp. Over the course of the project he made sure we had access to staff members, 
camp sites, food and a place to stay during visits, transportation when needed, and added team 
members to energy vendor accounts to allow for more direct access to data. Mitch also made 
himself available for in-person meetings with the group in Ann Arbor during the school 
semesters, and always asked a question near the end of each meeting: “What else do you need 
from me?” His goal was to make sure the team was successful so that all had a good learning 
experience while also providing Michigania with a first step renewable energy project 
recommendation that would be a success both educationally and technically. 
Advisor – Greg Keoleian, Ph.D., Director of the Center for Sustainable Systems, Professor at the 
School of Natural Resources and Environment, Professor at the College of Engineering 
Professor Keoleian has spoken at Michigania’s Faculty Forum for several years, where U-M 
faculty and staff provide insight into their areas of expertise through evening discussions and 
informal gatherings in the mornings. During these times, he has stayed at the camp during the 
week, enjoying the activities, environment, and interactions with other campers. Professor 
Keoleian’s direct experience at camp, plus extensive experience with sustainable energy systems, 
enabled team members to place great confidence in his advice and direction. He made himself 
available during his stay at camp to meet with a team member to review progress, walk the camp 
for a preliminary site analysis, and advise on next steps. Throughout the project, Professor 
Keoleian continued to emphasize having the appropriate scope, with the emphasis on ensuring 
the team do a few things well, focusing on quality of work rather than quantity. This enabled the 
team to work more effectively and efficiently.  
Michigania Staff Members, Campers, and Other University of Michigan Faculty 
A number of staff members provided data, camp-specific insight, and access to sites throughout 
the time of this project. This assistance enabled more detailed analyses of data and better survey 
preparation to provide the basis for more robust recommendations. A number of campers 
provided frank and constructive feedback during team member visits, and some even provided 
technical analyses of solar systems they installed where Michigania could take advantage of 
lessons learned. Finally, various members of the University of Michigan faculty provided 
feedback to both the education and technical teams, with one faculty member meeting a team 
member at camp to review the team’s progress and offer suggestions while doing a preliminary 





Camp Michigania is a family camp for University of Michigan alumni. The camp has been 
housing families, couples, and single individuals for the summer since 1963 when it opened on 
the shores of Walloon Lake, located in Boyne City, a small town in northern Michigan. During 
the summer months, Michigan alumni come to camp to enjoy the lake, food, and each other for a 
one week stay. Currently, Michigania is able to accommodate over 4,500 people throughout the 
summer.  
The camp sits on 417 acres, and the total square footage of all buildings is about 150,000 ft2 
(Rosenwasser, 2013). Buildings at Michigania consist of staff housing, camper cabins, the 
Education Center, the Nature Center, the Dining Hall (built in 2010), and maintenance facilities. 
Each of these facilities are wired with electricity and working plumbing. Accommodating the 
high number of campers Michigania houses with these amenities as well as providing three 
meals a day results in high energy usage; approximately $100,000 was spent for electricity and 
propane during 2012. 
Michigania has been passionately pursuing sustainability initiatives on site for the past several 
years; strong recycling efforts are underway, food gardens have been added, and there has been a 
greater focus on local food sourcing. Michigania has also retained university students to analyze 
a portion of the camp from a sustainability perspective and provide recommendations; this 
master’s project group being the third group in the last three successive semesters. 
In the spring of 2011, the first group provided a report titled “Camp Michigania Cabin 
Sustainability Report”. This report focused on a sustainable cabin design, analyzing several 
renewable energy systems before providing final recommendations of a photovoltaic solar 
system, tankless water heaters, and low-flow showerheads. The following Fall term, the second 
group provided a report titled “Sustaining Camp Michigania” and focused on sustainable 
practices, such as recycling, and sustainable education programs for campers. 
In an effort to become more sustainable, Camp Michigania has decided to invest in various 
energy efficiency and renewable energy strategies as a third student-led project. While many 
options are available, Camp Michigania is conscious of how change will be perceived by its 
community of campers and supporters. Camp Michigania’s stakeholders are accustomed to an 
aesthetic that has been maintained for generations of campers and therefore, successful energy 
solutions will need to embrace and enhance this aesthetic through stakeholder engagement, and 
education throughout the project. 
Our team brought together experience in social, educational, technical, and environmental 
perspectives to holistically evaluate sustainability options for Camp Michigania. This approach 
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offered significant advantages over traditional single-dimensional analysis by better engaging all 
relevant stakeholders and by offering more comprehensive solutions throughout the process. 
Over the course of the past year, our team evaluated different solar photovoltaic technologies 
using a framework that achieves financial, environmental, technical, and stakeholder objectives. 
Solar thermal heating was also assessed as a possible energy efficiency strategy for camp. At the 
conclusion of the project, best-fit strategies were proposed and will be implemented soon. An 
educational program was developed to promote continual camper engagement throughout the 
process and to promote in sustainability issues at camp and in the home. 
1.2 Project Objectives 
The research question being answered for this project was:  
What renewable energy technology would be a good first step for Michigania to help 
promote sustainability at camp while also providing an opportunity for educating 
campers so they can apply it at home and within their local communities? 
It was just as important for the project to succeed in educating campers on the costs and benefits 
of renewable energy as was the recommendation of the most applicable renewable energy system 
for the camp itself. Based upon these considerations, the overall project objectives were: 
• Determine the optimal renewable energy system for Camp Michigania, placing a value not 
only on financial return on investment (ROI), but also camper perception and aesthetic fit. 
• Develop a communication strategy and create educational resources to engage campers in the 
process. 
1.3 Organization of Report 
This report is divided into two major sections. The first documents the actions by the education 
team that conducted a comprehensive survey, created an outreach program for campers and 
donors, produced a website to track the progress of the project, designed child and adult 
educational resources, and built educational displays. The second section documents the action 
of the technical team that obtained and analyzed energy use data, performed site analyses, 
solicited quotes and performed vendor reference visits, researched zoning ordinances, built 
energy and financial models, and identified the best renewable energy technology. An appendix 
is provided at the end providing detailed educational resources and listing detailed technical 
information and analyses. 
2 Education and Communication Considerations 
Camp Michigania plays host to a wide variety of campers, who are all intensely invested in what 
happens to the camp. Many of these families have been going to the camp for not only many 
years, but also for several generations, and because of that, have strong opinions about what 
should happen there. As our client Mitch Rosenwasser put it at the beginning of this project: 
“We know we don’t own the camp—the campers do.” 
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For this reason, a major part of the project has been communication. This has taken the following 
forms:  
• Extensive initial outreach  
• Presentations to governing boards of Camp Michigania  
• Fundraising outreach materials 
• Child and adult education programs 
• Post-installation information boards 
Great attention was put into outreach style and content. Our audience was homogeneous in two 
key ways: they are highly educated (Camp Michigania is an alumnae camp) and generally are 
upper middle class. Early visits to camp were designed to determine how these specific 
characteristics translated into camper preferences.  
We discovered a highly interested audience that asked specific questions and listened intently to 
the answers. It was readily apparent that with such an engaged audience, our outreach material 
would need to take place in the form of an information exchange—rather than an information 
gathering—and our materials reflect this conclusion. 
3 Communication Strategies 
3.1 Website 
At the onset of the project, a website was created in order to provide updated information 
regarding the project for campers who were interested in learning more and staying informed. It 
was created using Wix.com and the domain purchased from the same site. The website is located 
at www.sustainablemichigania.com (originally www.renewablemichigania.com) and contains the 
following pages: 
• Homepage 
• Current status of the project 
• Master’s Project team member information 
• Project Feedback 
• What a Master’s Project is and how it works 
• Camp Michigania’s energy use 
The website address was made available on all initial outreach material, as well as later material, 
such as an article in the Gania Gossip, the camp’s official newsletter.  
3.1.1 First Summer Info 
At the beginning of the project, it was critical to make sure that campers received accurate 
information about the project and that they had ample opportunity to provide feedback. One of 
the best ways to make campers aware of the project was by using multiple channels to distribute 
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the information. This included announcements about the project at the beginning of camp, 
informational displays, brochures, and an updated website. All of these materials mentioned the 
survey to encourage more campers to provide feedback on the project. In addition, an email 
address was given out to better engage with campers, but over eighty percent of feedback from 
the campers was given through the survey and not through email. 
3.2 Survey 
As an integral part of the communication team’s initial outreach project, a survey was developed 
to determine the depth and breadth of camper thoughts and opinions on the subject of renewable 
energy installations at Camp Michigania.  
The survey was approached with a specific set of questions, designed to guide our work with the 
renewable energy choice and installation as well as the outreach and education materials: 
1.)  How important do people see the aesthetics of the camp? Energy efficiency? Renewable 
Energy? Sustainability? 
In order to get a feel for the camp, we were interested in knowing just how much campers 
thought about these different environmentally related themes and their general opinions towards 
them. In addition, one of Camp Michigania’s biggest draws is its beautiful landscape, and past 
work with renewable energy  (in particular wind energy, which has caused controversy across 
the nation, especially with regards to offshore installations) indicated that many people may 
consider renewable energy projects as taking away from this natural beauty. For this reason, we 
were interested in comparing across these different aspects to determine how these different 
values interrelate. 
2.) How do campers feel about sustainability while at home versus at Camp Michigania? 
This question was specifically requested by our client in order to determine if campers had 
different standards for their camp than for their homes. This can help determine if feelings of 
sustainable use are something that campers associate with the camp (i.e. the camp currently has 
an undercurrent culture of sustainability) or if ideas around sustainability vary with the 
individual camper, rather than the location. This allows us to better understand the current 
culture of the camp and the cognitive link between the camp itself and feelings of sustainability. 
3.) Do campers feel as though sustainability is a burden? Is there resentment? 
This question is highly relevant because Camp Michigania is a camp—a place people go to for 
vacation. If current negative feelings exist in regards to sustainability, this is important to 
understand and address when hoping to bring in additional technology related to sustainability. 
For this question, we took advantage of a recent program that’s been undertaken by the 
sustainability coordinator—a recycling program—to understand camper feelings and gauge their 
interest in related, sustainability-themed programs. 
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4.) What are campers’ favorite activities? 
This question pertains to the development of educational programs. Understanding camper 
activity preferences helps in the development of educational activities that fit in with what 
campers already like to do, making them more interesting and engaging.  
5.) How likely would campers be to attend informational sessions? Educational activities? 
Informational sessions seem almost a requirement for adult education programs; however, 
creating such an information session would not be worthwhile if campers were not interested in 
attending. 
6.) What types of activities do parents enjoy having their kids do? Physical things? 
Educational things? Creative/artsy? 
This question was a requirement for the children’s educational programs in order to determine 
what sorts of activities should be designed to best appeal to campers and their children. 
7.) What types of renewable energy technology do campers most support? 
This question gets to the heart of the project. If campers have strong preferences one way or the 
other with regard to renewable energy technology, this information is invaluable to the decision 
making of the project. 
8.) Would campers be willing to donate money to bring renewable energy to Camp 
Michigania? 
This question is important in understanding what sort of funding options will be available for the 
project by understanding camper willingness to contribute. In addition, it provides a helpful 
indicator for the level of support we can expect from campers—a high willingness to donate 
would reveal strong positive feelings towards the project, while a general unwillingness would 
reveal a disinterest or dislike on the part of campers. 
3.2.1 Design 
Due to high camper engagement with the project, the survey was designed to not only ask 
questions, but make sure that campers knew why we were asking them. It was felt that asking a 
question without an understanding of why it was being asked could lead to a high amount of 
missing information, due to the high engagement of campers and reported camper reluctance 
towards changes in the camp. 
The survey design was created with reference to expert literature on questionnaire construction 
(SPSS, Inc., 1995) (Fowler, 1998) in an effort to best capture camper information. Basic relevant 
demographic information was collected, including number of years of being a camper and who 
they come with to camp. The survey was kept brief with 29 individual questions combined into a 
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12-question format, with tables created to facilitate comprehension. The full survey is available 
in Appendix I.  
3.2.2 Distribution 
Surveys were self-administered and presented in the form of both an online survey and paper 
copies. Online surveys were created and administered through Qualtrics and could be found via a 
link, which was included in a follow up email from the camp that was sent to all Camp 
Michigania families, as well as available on the website.  
3.2.3 Results 
There were a total of 349 surveys were collected, with 289 campers using the online survey and 
60 using paper copies.  Of the campers sampled, 132 (38.5%) had attended Camp Michigan over 
20 times, with 22% having attended 11-20 times, 16% 6-10 times, and only 8% reporting this as 
their first year at Michigania. In addition, 71% reported coming with their significant other, 85% 
came with their children, 26% came with a friend, and 3% attended alone. 
Demographics, such as age, gender, race, etc., were not considered relevant for the purposes of 
this survey. 
Data was downloaded to excel, filtered for qualitative data, and uploaded into .dta format for use 
with the Stata statistical software, which was the source of the following statistics. The .do file 
listing the functions ran is included in Appendix II. 
3.2.4 Question Specific Results: 
1.) How important do people see the aesthetics of the camp? Energy efficiency? Renewable 
Energy? Sustainability? 
To answer these question, we used a 5-point scale (1=not at all important, 5=very important) to 
look at camper opinion towards aesthetics (mean=4.46), sustainability (mean=4.46), energy 
efficiency (mean=4.31), and renewable energy (mean=4.12).  Sustainability was defined in the 
survey as “use of camp resources in a way that allows them to continue being used into 
perpetuity.” The means from these categories were calculated and compared against each other 




Table 1. T-test Results Comparing Means. Results shown as “tscore (p--
value)” with n below.  
 Sustainability Energy Efficiency Renewable Energy 










Energy Efficiency - - 6.60 (<0.001)** 
341 
Asterisks indicate a significant difference at the 0.01* and the 0.001** level. 
 
The results in Table 1 show significant differences between camper preference for renewable 
energy and every other measure. Because the mean preference for renewable energy is relative 
low compared to these other measures, the data indicates that campers on average see renewable 
energy as less important than either aesthetics or the other environmental measures, scoring even 
lower than energy efficiency, which was also significantly lower than aesthetics and 
sustainability. 
It should be noted that while significant differences exist, all these means are quite high—a score 
of 4 indicates the feeling that the variable being measured is “important” with 5 being “very 
important.” 
 
2.) How do campers feel about sustainability while at home versus at Camp Michigania? 
A paired t-test between home and camp revealed a t-score of -2.07 and a p-value of 0.039, 
making the difference in means (4.27 for home and 4.35 for camp) statistically significant at the 
α=0.05 level, showing that indeed, campers seem to relate Camp Michigania with sustainability 
more so than they do their homes. 
3.) Do campers feel as though sustainability is a burden? Is there resentment? 





Figure 1. Opinion on New Recycling Program. Response 
by campers displaying like/dislike of recycling program. A 
score of one was chosen by campers who did not like the 
recycling program and did not want any more like it, while a 
score of five indicated that the camper liked the program 
and wanted more like it. A score of 0 was not an option. N = 
310. 
It was found that 73% of respondents liked both the current program and were hoping to see 
more programs like it started in the future, compared to approximately 4.5% of campers who did 
not like the program, 4.5% who were indifferent, and 18.4% who liked the current program, but 
did not want more like it. 
4.) What are campers’ favorite activities? 
As in Question 1, we used a 5-point scale (1=strongly avoid, 5=very much prefer) to look at 
camper opinion towards information sessions (mean=3.54), family activities (mean=4.05), 
individual activities (mean=3.86), hands-on activities (mean=4.13) and educational activities 
(mean=3.84).  The means from these categories were calculated and compared against each other 
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Table 2. T-test Results Comparing Means. Results shown as “tscore (p-value).” N 
values are shown beneath.  































- - - 5.32 (<0.001)** 
277 
Asterisks indicate a significant difference at the 0.01* and the 0.001** level. 
 
The results show that information sessions are the least popular form of activity, by a significant 
difference in each case. Hands-on activities were on the opposite end of the spectrum, being 
significantly more popular than all other activities besides family oriented activities. T-tests were 
run to determine if interest in hands-on activities varied by whether or not a family brought their 
child along, and while the results approached significance (p=0.08) there was not a statistically 
valid difference. This lack of a children/no children distinction held true for the other variables as 
well, with the exception of family oriented activities, in which those who did not bring children 
were significantly less interested in family activities than those who did (p=0.018).  
5.) How likely would campers be to attend informational sessions? Educational activities? 
Based on the information collected as part of question 4, it seems evident that campers are not 
altogether enthusiastic about attending information sessions when other options are available. 
For this reason, information sessions may need to be reframed as education activities, which 
were rated significantly higher than information sessions. In addition, educational resource 
designs need to be more than simply a lecture format, with more emphasis on hands-on activities 
and audience involvement; this could increase camper participation and enjoyment. 
6.) What types of activities do parents see their kids doing? Physical things? Educational 
things? Creative/artsy? 
Using the slider function for the online survey, and a fill-in-the-space technique on paper copies, 
families that brought children were asked to identify what percentage of time they believe their 
children spend doing a specific activity. Because a single activity can fall into multiple 
categories (it can be hands on, education, and family oriented, for example), campers were asked 
to not worry about having percentages equal 100%. The following figure shows the mean time 
percentages, looking only at families that brought children with them to camp. All differences 
are significant at the 0.001 level, with the exception of the difference in means between physical 




Figure 2. Parental Beliefs for Percentage of Time Children Spend on 
Activity. Numbers will not add up to 100%, since many activities fall into 
multiple categories. N = 272. Families that reported coming to camp 
without children were excluded from analysis. 
The results in Figure 2 show a substantial difference in mean beliefs in a number of areas. The 
data show that families bringing children do not expect their children to engage in educational 
activities over physical and/or peer activities. Manipulation of the data produced mixed results 
when attempting to discern whether campers believe physical and peer activities or physical or 
peer activities are more popular, with only 54% of campers similarly rating these two activities. 
Therefore, while both activities are rated highly, it is not possible to conclude that campers 
believe their children prefer physical activities and peer activities equally. 
7.) What types of renewable energy technology do campers most support? 
Because this question is so central the heart of the project, the Dislike-Like Likert scale used was 
expanded to seven, rather than five choices, ranging from “Dislike Very Much” to “Like Very 
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Figure 3. Camper Preference for Renewable Energy Technology. 
Lowest like of biogas, highest like of energy efficiency. N = 339 (solar), 
335 (wind), 338 (energy efficiency), 321 (biogas), and 322 (geothermal). 
The results in Figure 3 reveal general support for renewable energy of all kinds. Only biogas fell 
below an average score of 5 (Like), and only barely at 4.8, which is still well within the “Like 
Slightly” range. These results are extremely promising for the project as it shows an overall 
positive association from campers with renewable energies, sampled from the self-selected 
campers with interest enough in the project to complete the survey. 
The 0.2-point difference between camper preference for energy efficiency and solar technology 
is statistically significant (p=0.0009), making energy efficiency the preferred sustainable 
technique for campers. Because the project is focused specifically on a renewable energy 
technology, energy efficiency practices are not an option for this project specifically, but the 
option was included after visits to the camp revealed that many campers had ideas about energy 
efficiency techniques. This information could be helpful in guiding future Master’s Project 
teams, because Camp Michigania is looking to host another group in the future. 
Solar, then, had the most support of all the available renewable energy technologies. It is this 
option that the Camp Michigania Master’s Project pursued.  
8.) Would campers be willing to contribute money to bring renewable energy to Camp 
Michigania? 
Only one question was used at the end of the survey to determine interest in contributing money 
and it asked the question in a very straightforward manner. The results are shown below in 










Scale of 1-7 







Figure 4. Camper Willingness to Donate. A score of “1” 
signifies a response of “unwilling” while a score of “5” 
signifies “very willing.” A score of “0” was not an option. N = 
340. 
These results reveal slightly more support for the project than lack of support, but the largest 
category was from campers who did not have a preference (Group 3).  
3.2.5 Written Questions 
In addition to the quantitative data obtained from the surveys, several occasions were given for 
campers to type or write in additional information that they thought would be useful to the 
project. Some of this information (such as the “What three words would you use to describe 
Camp Michigania?”) were used for outreach purposes. Other questions provided information 
more specific to the project and were used to help understand and interpret our findings. 
3.2.6 Limitations  
An effort was made to ensure that all campers had access to the survey, which means that the 
campers who chose to take the survey were self-selected, rather than randomly selected. This 
method was chosen because random selection of campers would risk missing the strongest 
opinions towards renewable energies, while the self-selection method ensured that these voices 
were heard, since it is these opinions that we have the most interest in addressing. This does, 
however, allow us to only speculate on the prevalence of such opinions—we can’t conclusively 
determine how representative these opinions are of the general Camp Michigania population.  
However, the advantages of this method far exceed this drawback. Based on the results of the 
survey, we have determined that strong opposition towards all renewable energy technology is 
extremely rare. Instead, strong opinions tend towards the type and placement of renewable 
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Another misstep in the survey creation was a single mismatch between the online and the paper 
surveys. The surveys went through many drafts before being distributed and each time the 
questions had to be updated on both copies. In the final versions sent to campers, there were 
slight discrepancies between the two surveys. Questions that could be interpreted different ways 
by campers were recoded or thrown out as deemed appropriate. 
3.3 Focus Groups 
In order to further assess campers’ opinions on renewable energy at camp Michigania, focus 
groups were run once a week for an hour for five weeks during the summer of 2012. A focus 
group was initiated to get a more in depth understanding of campers’ feelings and desires for 
camp, having in person interviews allows for further understanding about statements or opinions 
made by campers. 
Participants were recruited through advertisement of the event in the dining hall and in the 
weekly schedule that each camper receives. Focus groups took place on Friday afternoons and 
were scheduled for an hour. 
The focus group sessions started off with a welcome and thank you followed by a brief 
introduction to the project. After the project was explained we took campers through a series of 
questions, below are the questions and any main concerns that came about during the discussion. 
• What do you think campers will like about a project like this? 
• What do you think about renewable energy coming to Camp Michigania? 
• What concerns do you think campers will have if these changes occur? 
• What concerns do you have? 
Campers liked and thought others would like the initiative that Camp Michigania was taking by 
changing some of their energy usage to a renewable source. Campers were also ok with Camp 
Michigania obtaining solar panels as long as their concerns were addressed. People were very 
concerned about what type of renewable energy would be chosen because they were very against 
having a wind turbine installed. The campers had negative opinions about the turbines because 
they did not want their view disrupted or the lake altered at all.  
The idea of installing solar panels also resulted in several concerns from campers. Campers were 
concerned that the payback period for solar was just not there yet and that the solar panels would 
not benefit camp financially. Another concern was location; where were the solar panels going to 
be placed? The main concern here was that the panels would be an eyesore on the camp. 
Finally, campers were concerned about where the money was going to come from to finance this 
project, they did not want funding taken away from programs at camp and they did not want the 
cost of camp to increase because of this. All of these concerns were taken into account during the 




The set-up and nature of Camp Michigania made it difficult for focus group sessions to be 
successful. Every week at Camp there are about 100 families present but on average the focus 
groups only received five participants if people showed up at all. On two occasions no campers 
showed up to the focus group and so the session was cancelled for that day. Camp Michigania is 
a place where families go to vacation so during that time people want to partake in the activities 
that camp offers. Another issue that hindered the focus groups was that they were only able to be 
worked in on Fridays which is the last full day campers have at Michigania, making them even 
less likely to partake in an indoor activity. 
3.4 Presentations 
One of the biggest challenges with any outreach plan for a project of this nature is getting started. 
It can be hard to get access to important groups of stakeholders in order to gain insights into the 
organization. Having the opportunity to present to and meet with the Michigania Alumni Board 
was very beneficial, especially since this meeting occurred within the first few weeks of the 
project. This board is comprised of camp leaders from each session of camp and they were able 
to give our team prospective on what some of the concerns of campers might be in the future. In 
addition, this group gave key insights into the unique culture that has shaped Camp Michigania 
for decades. Their feedback heavily influenced the creation of the outreach materials.   
3.4.1 Fundraising (Support / Resources) 
Camp Michigania has a long tradition of campers donating to projects at camp. Our team 
prepared information for donors that provided data about the impact that donations of different 
amounts would have on the amount of energy produced. This helps to make each contribution 
more tangible and helps guide donors to different levels of financial contribution. In addition to 
providing campers with information about the impact of their donations, the packet also included 
definitions of the available technologies. The information tied the solar installation in with other 
camp values, such as sustainability and being a leader. The packet was designed to fully explain 
the project to those who were not aware, and intrigue campers to stay updated with the project by 
visiting our website or contacting the team.    
3.5 Educational Components 
3.5.1 Kids Educational Resources  
A solar activity booklet was produced for the sustainability coordinator or the nature staff to use 
with camper children ages seven and up. This activity booklet contains four different 
lessons/activities that the staff can do with groups of children; Hot Water Never Seemed so Easy, 
Michigania’s Solar System, Renewable Races, and Monitoring Our Energy – the TED way 
(Appendix III). The activities are specifically tailored towards Michigania and the solar system 
that we have recommended. Each activity gives instructions and background information for the 
staff member running the program.  
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The four activities are interactive and use the learning cycle in order to ensure that kids are 
getting the most out of the programs as possible. According to the 5E learning cycle there are 
five steps to ensure that learning occurs in students. The five-stage process consists of 
engagement, exploration, explanation, extension, and evaluation (Bybee, et al., 2006). In each 
activity, the participants become engaged when they learn about what the activity is and what 
they are going to be doing. They then are able to explore when they actually do the activity, 
example: using TED to see real-time energy usage of different appliances, racing cars that are 
solar powered, and measuring water temperatures. After the activity has taken place, each lesson 
runs through a series of discussion questions in order to get participants to explain what was 
happening in the activity, example; in Renewable Races they are asked why the different 
racecars go at different speeds. This discussion allows the participants to think about what they 
have just done. In this particular activity they are also asked to think about the limitations of 
solar, this provides extension to the knowledge they have just gained, they are able to apply it to 
other topics. The last step of the 5E learning cycle, evaluation, is not used in these activities 
because while learning and retaining that knowledge is always important, the objective at Camp 
Michigania is to have fun activities that campers can enjoy. Another reason the evaluation stage 
is not used is because the activities were developed to stand alone and not build on one another, 
this was done in order to make the lessons flexible. Each activity can be used for multiple age 
groups and can be used in any order.  
Each activity was also created keeping the survey results in mind. Adults expect that their 
children would be spending the majority of their time with their peers and doing physical 
activities, anticipating that their children would spend less than 20% of their time on educational 
activities. While this is not a perfect indicator of what the children will be doing or participating 
in at camp, activities were geared towards groups of campers and included a high level of 
activity. 
Monitoring Our Energy – the TED way, is an activity that needs a special purchase; the TED 
Energy Monitor. While the TED Energy Monitor is needed in order to run the activity; 
Monitoring Our Energy – the TED way, it is up to Camp Michigania to decide whether or not 
they would like to purchase the device. As can be seen in the proposal from Sunventrix, TED is 
an optional addition to the system that they can install for $469. The activity cannot be 
conducted without the TED Energy Monitor, the device shows real time energy use and this is a 
great means of showing campers just how much energy and money is used and spent by leaving 
lights on and using other appliances. TED can also be used to record weekly energy usage which 
can be turned into a competition between weeks by the sustainability coordinator.  
3.5.2 Kids Educational Displays  
As part of the children’s education program our team designed a set of interactive boards that 
will be displayed in the nature center at Camp Michigania. The nature center is a place that helps 
campers connect to their surroundings and teaches campers about environmental issues (Winther, 
2010). This made it a great location for displays about sustainable choices and renewable energy 
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options. Each of the boards contains pictures and information as well as an interactive game (see 
Appendix IV). The game includes questions about information that is not directly stated on the 
board. This allows campers to apply what they learned from the poster to similar questions; 
therefore this requires applying the information that has been acquired to a new situation. 
Overall, this strategy helps to reinforce the information (Jacobson, 2006). This way of learning is 
especially important for information regarding sustainable lifestyle choices, because these are 
choices that people make quickly and do not have time for lots of evaluation.  
The boards were also designed to appeal to campers with different learning styles. The pictures 
and design of the boards help visual learners, while the interactive doors cater to more tactile 
learners (Jacobson, 2006). Additionally, children can either explore them on their own or they 
can serve as the basis for a lesson led by counselors. The overall purpose of the children’s 
education program is to help teach campers about sustainability, and give them information that 
they can use at home.  
The first board is about sustainable choices and includes tasks that children can do to reduce their 
impact on the environment. The purpose of this display is to engage children with everyday 
activities they are already familiar performing. While some of the activities on the board are 
items campers would do at camp, others are tasks that are only done at home. Each camper is 
only at camp for one week, which is why focusing on information that they use at home is even 
more important. This was the reasoning behind adding a QR code that takes campers to an online 
quiz about their CO2 emissions. This particular quiz was developed by “Cool the World” and 
allows for campers to evaluate the impact that their family’s lifestyle has on the planet (Cool the 
World). This serves as another way to connect what they are learning at camp to their habits at 
home. 
The renewable energy board is geared towards slightly older children. It focuses on successful 
renewable energy solutions including solar panels, wind turbines, biomass and geothermal 
energy (Alliant Energy ). This display provides basic information and fun facts that are meant to 
get campers interested in learning more about renewable energy. This particular board also ties 
in with the renewable energy adult programs to help provide some overlap between what 
children and adult campers are learning about. Also, the interactive questions on this board are 
more difficult, which encourage children to task their counselors and parents about renewable 
energy.  
3.5.3 Solar Photovoltaic Energy Interface 
Once the system is installed at Michigania it is important to keep campers involved in the system 
and its impact. By keeping campers aware and engaged in the project we hope to increase the 
likelihood of additional sustainability initiatives taking place at Camp. In order to keep campers 
engaged in the project after its completion it is suggested that an interface medium, such as an 
iPad, be purchased and mounted in an area of high foot traffic like the dining hall. Once 
mounted, the interface can display the instantaneous energy gain from the panels showing how 
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much each panel is producing. In order to be able to view this information, an Enphase Metering 
and Management Solution device needs to be installed along with the system. The Sunventrix 
proposal prices this at $545 for the device and the installation. This would be a great tool to show 
camp’s energy progress and accumulation and should be purchased alongside the recommended 
solar system. 
3.5.4 Adult Educational Programs 
As part of the educational outreach portion of the Camp Michigania Master’s Project, adult 
education materials were developed to provide a way for interested adults to learn more about 
renewable energy technology options. While a complete educational program is outside the 
scope of this project, two small programs were developed in order to provide a jumping off point 
for discussion, and to serve as a basis for future sustainability coordinators or SNRE Master’s 
Project teams to develop more fully later on. 
3.5.4.1 Program details 
These programs took the form of a multimedia presentation, to be presented by the sustainability 
coordinator. The program meets two key needs: 1.) providing enough information that campers 
who are unfamiliar with the subject can gain a basic knowledge of the material to facilitate 
discussion, and 2.) the material is clearly designed and instructed so as to make a sustainability 
coordinator (who will likely have no training in this field) comfortable presenting to campers.  
The program is not a comprehensive overview of the prepared topics. Such a task would be 
impossible in the short time frame allotted for presentation and discussion. In addition, it is not 
intended to serve the needs of campers who are already experts in this field, as the information 
contained in the presentations is extremely basic and does not delve deeply into any one aspect 
of renewable energy technology. More advanced campers may be interested in the handouts that 
are available with each program, more than the presentation, as the handouts are those developed 
by SNRE’s Center for Sustainable Systems and updated regularly. Within the package materials 
is a link to CSS’s website, with instructions for the sustainability coordinator to ensure that the 
most up-to-date materials are being used. 
3.5.4.2 Program Topics 
• Solar Technology  
• Wind Technology 
3.5.4.3 Program Materials 
Each program comes with the following materials: 
• Instructions for the Sustainability Coordinator 
• Fact Sheets developed by the CSS for distribution to interested campers 
• PowerPoint presentation, including notes for the Sustainability Coordinator’s reference 
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These materials are included in Appendix V of this report. 
3.5.4.4 Program Outline 
Each program has the same coordinator instructions, with slight variations to fit the specifics of 
the program. Fact sheets should be printed off and available to participants when they arrive, and 
the PowerPoint downloaded and prepared.  The entire program is intended to be one hour, with 
the presentation taking up 20-25 minutes. The remaining time is intended as an opportunity for 
discussion in order to engage participants, rather than a straight informational session. The 
program can then continue as the campers see fit, ending early if they are not interested in 
discussing or lasting longer if the discussion is engaging. 
3.5.4.5 Limitations  
As with all things technology related, these programs will likely quickly become outdated. A few 
safeguards have been put into place to extend the life of these programs (such as the 
recommendation to ensure the most updated fact sheets are used), but ultimately technology will 
advance beyond the point where these presentations are useful. For this reason, they are being 
put forth as a guide more than a complete educational program, to be edited and expanded as the 
sustainability coordinator sees fit. 
3.5.5 Staff Educational Letter  
A letter should be constructed in order to inform incoming staff about the sustainable changes 
made at Camp Michigania. This letter is to be distributed during staff training week and staff 
should do their best to memorize the information. There is constant interaction between campers 
and staff and campers use staffers as a source of information, because of this, it is important that 
staff is able to provide correct information when questioned or at least be able to refer campers to 
where they may find information on the project. The letter should contain the type and size of 
system that camp decides to go with along with information about when the system went up. 
This letter should also contain information on who campers can talk to if they are interested in 
donating to the project. 
3.6 Key Findings  
In order to increase energy awareness and understanding of the new solar system at Camp 
Michigania, it is recommended that the education materials, including the adult programs and 
children’s activity booklet, be put to use by the sustainability coordinator. By using these 
materials, the sustainability coordinator role can become more of an educational role, potentially 
producing greater understanding of sustainability issues and more positive outcomes and 
participation in the current sustainability initiatives at camp.   
 
There are two purchases that we recommend Camp Michigania to make in order to increase 
effectiveness of energy understanding and to promote positive camper feedback: TED energy 
monitor and a Solar Photovoltaic Energy Interface.  
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3.6.1 Education Conclusions 
The installation of a solar photovoltaic system at Camp Michigania is more than just an 
opportunity to reduce Camp Michigania’s CO2 emissions and to become less energy dependent; 
it is a chance to reach a widespread audience. This allows an opportunity for an increase in 
knowledge and understanding about energy issues and choices, as well as potential options for 
changes they could make in their own homes and communities. 
4 Technical Considerations and Analysis 
4.1 Energy Demand 
In helping to understand what type of renewable energy application to use and where to site the 
system, an important step was to collect the energy demand data of the camp. The local utilities 
were contacted in order to obtain detailed reports showing use and cost for the last several years 
at Michigania. Great Lakes Energy (GLE) provides electricity to the camp and Petoskey Propane 
provides propane for water heaters and some appliances. One caution taken with the data is the 
understanding that Michigania continues to grow and some activities have been shifted from one 
building to another. For instance, a new Dining Hall was constructed in early 2010, so the data 
was analyzed with that in mind. Also, a new Arts & Crafts building was built in 2008. More 
recently, the West Pole Barn was built in 2009 and the maintenance staff reported that the plan is 
to move more work from the current maintenance shop, located in the Maintenance Barn near the 
Dining Hall, to the West Pole Barn, so an increase in electricity is likely to be seen there in 
future years. 
4.1.1 Michigania Electricity Use 
Great Lakes Energy was able to provide electricity use and cost information invoiced since 
January of 2007 through 2012 for the 23 meters located around the camp. During a visit to camp 
in May, 2012, team members were able to locate and identify all 23 meters and match the meter 
number to the account on the invoice. Table 3 highlights the electricity use for 2011 and 2012.  
Through this data, it was found that during 2012 and over the past six years total, three locations 




Table 3: Summary Electricity Use Data for 2011 and 2012. More detailed information can be 
found in Appendix VI.
 
Focusing on the largest user, when the new Dining Hall was constructed, the use of electricity 
during the summer camp season of 2010 increased by 55% compared to 2009. Note that this 
computation removed the construction phase of the new Dining Hall as that was performed prior 
to the camping season. Also of note is the increase of electricity use of 2012 compared to 2011. 
For only the camping season (June – August), use increased by 15% for 2012. For the entire 
year, use increase by 12%.  
Figure 5 shows a slight steady increase in electricity use from camp seasons 2007 through 2009, 
then a significant increase from 2009 to 2010 when the new Dining Hall was built. The 2011 
camp season was similar to 2010, but 2012 showed a 12% increase. Staff has indicated part of 
this increase in 2012 may be due to air conditioning added in 2012 to the exercise room in the 
lower level. 
 
Figure 5: Dining Hall Electricity Usage. 
It was found that during the off season (September – March) the new Dining Hall averages 1600 














Dining Hall 122,360         109,360         31% 12%
Education Center 85,160           71,880           22% 18%
Arts & Craft Bldg (New in 2008) 24,080           24,120           6% 0%
All Other Locations 156,929         116,324         40% 35%





























































































months, a maintenance person investigated the energy usage, but the preliminary investigation 
only turned up the electric heater in the water room and a computer. It was reported that the 
temperature is supposed to stay around 45 degrees in the water room, so further investigation is 
warranted to understand if the electric heater is causing such a large draw of electricity, as the 
computer will not pull a significant amount of electricity. There may be other sources drawing 
electricity and this represents a savings opportunity through better understanding.  
Table 3 above shows that overall electricity use at camp increased by 21% from 2011 to 2012. 
Michigania continues to grow from a physical building standpoint, and with that growth comes 
additional use of electricity. The West Pole Barn used for maintenance was added in 2009 and 
two staff cabins were added in 2012, just to list a couple additions. Although the camp is 
physically growing, over the last six years the population at camp has remained steady. Staff 
population has numbered around 110 people all six years, and total camper population was 4,438 
in 2007 and 4,530 in 2012 (Rosenwasser, 2013). In looking at other reasons for the significant 
increase, one might consider temperature variation from summer to summer, but for the majority 
of camp that is not a consideration because there are very few locations (e.g., Education Center, 
Director’s house, etc.) where air conditioning is used. Detailed graphical and tabular electricity 
information can be found in Appendix VI and VII. 
4.1.2 Michigania Propane Purchases 
Petoskey Propane was able to provide propane delivery and cost information invoiced since 
January 2007 through July 2012 for 19 Michigania accounts. During a visit to camp in May 
2012, team members were able to locate 23 propane tanks and map their location (see Appendix 
VIII). However, a tank number was unable to be associated with an account during this visit. 
Months later the Michigania staff was able to provide location information for some of the 
accounts, with the Dining Hall being one of those. Table 4 summarizes propane purchase 
information for 2010 and 2011. Since 2012 was a partial year, a comparison between 2010 and 
2011 was performed. 
Table 4: Summary Propane Purchase Data for 2010 and 2011.  
 
Focusing on the Dining Hall as the largest propane user, it uses propane for heating the two 125 

















Dining Hall 5,094              6,764              19% -25%
Education Center 3,612              9,488              13% -62%
South Cabin 6 & 7 2,780              2,814              10% -1%
All Other Locations 15,661           14,707           58% 6%
  Total 27,147           33,774           100% -20%
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small electric hot water heater near the bathrooms. Propane is also used for some of the 
appliances in the kitchen. On a positive note, propane use decreased from 2010 to 2011 by 25%. 
When comparing the old and new Dining Halls, it is too difficult to determine when the propane 
was actually used in 2010 for standard camp activities versus used for building the new building. 
Therefore a comparison between 2009 and 2011 is a better approach and shows that propane use 
went down by 31% (7,375 gallons in 2009 versus 5,094 gallons in 2011). The exact reason for 
this reduction is unknown, but a likely cause is the increased efficiency of the new water heaters 
and appliances that were purchased for the new Dining Hall. Figure 6 shows a varied purchase 
pattern for the Dining Hall over the last 5 & ½ years, with overall purchases declining in the 
years since the new Dining Hall was built in 2010. More detailed information for all Michigania 
propane sites can be found in Appendix VIII and IX. 
 
Figure 6: Dining Hall Propane Purchases.  
4.2 Siting 
4.2.1 Site Assessment 
One of the principle objectives of this project was to assess the solar resource availability at 
Camp Michigania. Site solar insolation data was retrieved from the National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (NREL); however more information was needed to fully assess renewable energy 
options for camp. Multiple data collection assessments were made at camp over the course of a 
year to determine how site-specific factors would impact solar photovoltaic performance.   
4.2.1.1 Assessment Criteria 
The conversion efficiency of solar panels (how well the panels convert sunlight into electricity) 
depends on four factors, the strength of sunlight penetrating the atmosphere, the orientation of 





















































































of the surface of the panel. Since it is impossible to control sunlight availability at a site, our 
analysis focused on optimizing the remaining three factors.  
4.2.1.2 Panel Orientation 
To collect as much sunlight as possible, it is best to orient a solar panel to maximize the area 
normal to (facing) the direction of the sun’s rays. The efficiency of a solar panel is proportional 
to the cosine of the angle between the incident rays of sunlight and the panel surface as shown in 
Figure 7. Consequently, to optimize the output of the panels at any given moment, the panel 
should be oriented orthogonal (normal) to the incoming sunlight.  
  
 Figure 7: Panel efficiency is proportional to the cosine of the angle of incidence. 
 
This would be easily achieved if the sun stayed in a fixed position when viewed from a point on 
earth, but obviously this is not the case. To account for the moving source of incident light, 
tracking systems can be employed. One axis tracking systems rotate the panel on a vertical axis 
to point the panel at a different compass heading throughout the day to keep the panel pointed at 
the sun. Two axis tracking systems also account for the elevation of the sun (the angle of the sun 
in the sky relative to the horizon), which is shown in Figure 8. These tracking systems tilt the 
panel on a horizontal axis to keep the panel pointed at the sun. This second axis of rotation is 
particularly useful in regions with large differences in solar elevation among seasons (closer to 
the earth’s poles where the solar elevation is high in the summer but low in the winter). Because 
of the weight and size of the hardware needed to rotate and tilt the panels, solar panels that 




 Figure 8: One axis and two axis tracking systems rotate panels to face the sun. 
 
Though tracking systems improve the panel efficiency, they add significant cost to the solar 
installation. This cost needs to be weighed against the monetary value of the extra electricity 
produced verses a non-tracking system. If tracking systems are uneconomical (or there is not 
sufficient space for them), solar panels can be roof-mounted. Typically, panels should face south 
and should be mounted at an angle equal to the latitude of the site to maximize efficiency. This 
orientation theoretically maximizes the area of the panel orthogonal to incoming sunlight 
(Figure 9). However, empirical data from NREL showed that for Traverse City, MI (the closest 
city to Camp Michigania for which data was available), a 30° mounting angle is optimal for non-
tracking PV systems despite having a latitude of 45° (Figure 10). Fortunately 30° is the angle of 
many of Camp Michigania’s roofs, allowing the panels to be mounted directly on the roof to 
maximize output while simultaneously negating the cost of pitch angle adjustment hardware. 
 





 Figure 10: 30 year average solar insolation for Traverse City, MI for various system 
configurations. Adapted from (NREL, 1990) 
4.2.1.3 Panel Shading 
Panel shading can be a serious problem if proper design criteria aren’t considered. When 
obstructions such as trees and buildings cast shadows on solar panels, electric output is 
significantly diminished. Because of the way the solar cells in an individual panel are wired, 
shading a small fraction of a panel can reduce panel output by more than the fraction of the panel 
area that is shaded (Figure 11).  The effects of individual panel power reduction can be limited 
by the use of bypass diodes (that direct current around the shaded panel) for systems that use a 
central inverter. Another strategy to overcome shading problems is by using microinverters on 
each panel. With microinverters, power is collected individually from each panel and inverterted 
before being centrally collected. In this configuration, one panel’s performance does not affect 
the performance of other panels in the system. However, it is important to select sites that are not 
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 Figure 11: Disproportionate single-panel reduction in power from partial shading. 
Using microinverters or bypass diodes prevents this problem from adversely affecting the whole 
PV array. Adapted from (Wholesale Solar) 
4.2.1.4 Panel Cleanliness 
The surface of a solar panel needs to be kept clean to ensure maximum performance. Dirt, 
leaves, snow, and bird droppings decrease the panel’s performance by shading small portions of 
the panel’s surface. As shown in Figure 11, small blemishes on the panel’s surface (local 
shading) can have disproportionately large impacts on power output. Thus it is important to 
consider factors that affect panel cleanliness when siting a solar photovoltaic system. Proximity 
to dirt roads can cause dirt to accumulate on panels. Proximity to trees increases the chances that 
leaves will fall on the panels (in addition to overall shading from tree shadows). Panels that are 
mounted at a shallow angle can accumulate snow which shades the cells and significantly 
diminishes power output from the shaded panels. Panel cleanliness issues can be addressed by 
regular maintenance (washing with clean water), and by mounting the panels at an angle 
sufficiently large enough to cause snow to slide off. Rain can also be useful for keeping the 
surface of solar panels clean. 
4.2.1.5 Site Assessment 
Using aerial data and ground verification, potential solar panel sites were selected for Camp 
Michigania. An inventory of all roofs and open areas were collected and then systematically 
eliminated based on failure to meet the assessment criteria outlined in the previous section (pitch 
angle, excessive shading, or proximity to sources that would make the panels dirty). Remaining 
sites that were too small to be economical or too distant from electricity loads were also 


















Figure 12: Solar Panel Site Selection and Elimination. A) Potential solar PV sites, B) Sites 
eliminated for excessive shading (yellow), C) Roof sites eliminated for poor roof angle 
(yellow), D) Sites eliminated due to potential dust problems (yellow), E) Sites eliminated for 
economic reasons (yellow), F) Sites eliminated due to camper perception (yellow),  
G) Remaining viable solar PV sites with approximate capacities, H) Sites saved for future 
analysis (yellow). This project only focuses on the two remaining sites (red). 
4.2.2 Zoning 
Camp Michigania is located in Bay Township within Charlevoix County. Per the Charlevoix 
County website (Charlevoix County, 2013), the local communities have zoning authority. So the 
zoning administrator of Bay Township, Ron VanZee, was contacted to ask about any specific 




Bay Township Planning Commission is currently working on wind energy (turbine) 
ordinances but (has) not completed them as of now. Solar energy collectors are 
considered structures if they are independent of a principal structure and would fall under 
the total lot coverage and setback requirements in section 5.4 of the ordinance. If they are 
independent they would also fall under the accessory structure section. (VanZee, E-mail: 
Zoning 1, 2013) 
A follow up question regarding solar panels on an existing structure (e.g., roof of the Dining 
Hall) was posed and below was his response: 
The maximum height of any structure is 30'. As long as that height is not exceeded, you 
should be fine. (VanZee, E-mail: Zoning 2, 2013) 
So based on these responses, there are no zoning ordinances that will represent a roadblock for 
Michigania to install solar. Appendix X provides additional information obtained from a 
Michigania camper who lives in the nearby area and installed a solar energy system in late 2012; 
he reported no zoning problems.  
4.3 Selected Technology (PV) 
4.3.1 Predicted Performance / Solar Model  
Based in the selection criteria outlined in the Site Assessment, the performance analysis for this 
project was focused on solar panels without single or multi-axis tracking hardware. Fixed (non-
tracking) solar panel performance is a function of many factors, namely material type, quality, 
size, site, shading, orientation, pitch angle, and age. These factors were compiled into a 
performance model that was used to conduct economic analysis on each contractor-proposed 
solar photovoltaic system. 
 
As mentioned in the Site Assessment section, solar panels should be oriented as closely to 
geographic south as possible. Also, panels should not be placed in areas with excessive shading. 
The selected sites at Camp Michigania allow for near optimal performance on these criteria so 
their effects were excluded from the model. To determine the solar resource availability at the 
site (near Traverse City in the northern part of Michigan’s Lower Peninsula), solar insolation 
data from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) was studied. NREL has compiled 
daily insolation data for many decades at a reference site less than 70 miles from camp. This data 
gives a long term expected insolation for northern Michigan and would surpass the accuracy of 
manually collected data at the site for the duration of this project. Our research did not find any 
factors that would indicate a significant variation in solar insolation between NREL’s reference 
site and camp, and consequently this data was used. Average daily insolation data from NREL is 
shown in Table 5. Values are given for surfaces at pitch angles ranging from 0°, 30° (the pitch 
























































0° (Flat) 1.5 2.4 3.5 4.6 5.6 6.2 6.1 5.1 3.7 2.4 1.4 1.2 
30° (Roof) 2.1 3.3 4.4 5.0 5.8 6.1 6.1 5.4 4.4 3.2 2.0 1.6 
45° (Latitude) 2.3 3.5 4.6 4.9 5.4 5.6 5.6 5.2 4.4 3.4 2.1 1.8 
 
As Table 5 shows, the optimal pitch angle for the solar insolation happens to be the angle of the 
roofs at camp. This allows for maximum output for solar panels mounted directly to the roof 
without needing hardware to optimize pitch angle which saves system costs. With the insolation 
data from Table 5, it is possible to predict the average annual electricity generation from a solar 
panel with the following formula: 
 
 𝑬𝒈𝒆𝒏 = ∑ 𝑭𝜽,𝒎𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒉 ∗ 𝑨 ∗ 𝜼𝒑𝒂𝒏𝒆𝒍 ∗ 𝜼𝒊𝒏𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒕𝒆𝒓 ∗ 𝒕𝟏𝟐𝒎𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒉=𝟏  








 𝐴 = 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙 (𝑚2),  
 𝜂𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙 = 𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 
 𝜂𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙 = 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 
  𝑡 = 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 �  𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠
𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ
� 
   
Often, the conversion efficiency of a panel (ηpanel) is not explicitly stated from the manufacturer. 
However, because the peak power rating of a solar panel is defined as the power output when 







 𝜂𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙 = 𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 
 𝑃𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 = 𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 (𝑊) 
 𝐴 = 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝑚2) 
 
Thus a 220 W-peak 1.6 m2 panel has a conversion efficiency of about 14%. Assuming an 
inversion efficiency of 98%, the expected first year electricity generation for this solar panel 




Table 6: The expected first year electricity generation from a 220W solar panel. 
Pitch Angle 
First Year Panel 
Output (kWh) 
0° (Flat) 339 
30° (Roof) 383 
45° (Latitude) 378 
As with any electrical system, a solar panel’s performance fades with age. Typically 
manufacturers state a first year peak power rating and guarantee a certain fractional performance 
over the expected lifetime of the panel (eg. 75% of original power after 25 years). To model 
lifetime system output, panels were assumed to last for the exact duration of the warranty (any 
output after the warranty period can be considered a bonus). It can be shown that a panel that 
linearly degrades to 75% of its first year output after 25 years will produce 21.9 times the first 
year output over the life of the panel. With these assumptions the model can predict expected 
system generation. An example for the 220-W panel is shown in Table 7. 
 
Table 7: The expected lifetime electricity generation from a 220W solar panel. 
Pitch Angle 
Lifetime (25 year) 
Panel Output (kWh) 
0° (Flat) 7,422 
30° (Roof) 8,383 
45° (Latitude) 8,279 
 
4.3.1.1 System Payback 
Using the expected electricity generation from the photovoltaic array, the system’s complete 
installation cost, the cost of electricity, and inflation & depreciation rates, the net present value of 
installing the system can be calculated (for calculations on specific examples see Appendix XI). 
Inflation rates were calculated from the long term price trends in electricity to predict the value 
of avoided electricity purchases for each year of the system’s lifetime. Values were depreciated 
to present dollars using an optimistic contemporary annualized savings rate. These present value 
calculations determine whether or not the system makes economic sense and also gives a 
payback period (the length of time before the system reduces energy bills in present dollars by an 
amount equivalent to the complete installation costs). This price model was used in negotiations 
with solar panel vendors to verify energy generation claims and to compare quotes for systems 
with differing performance characteristics. 
4.3.2 Net Metering  
It is important to note that the performance and cost models assume that electricity generation 
will have the same monetary value to the client as an equivalent amount of electricity purchased 
from the local utility. Deviations from this assumption change the payback period of the PV 
system dramatically. In some areas, customers receive feed-in tariffs for electricity generation 
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that are worth more than the purchase price of electricity. In other areas, customers are limited to 
selling electricity back to the utility at wholesale prices. However, Camp Michigania’s local 
utility (Great Lakes Energy) employs net metering (the customer is billed for the difference 
between consumption and on-site generation). In the event that on-site generation exceeds 
electric demand in any given month, the difference in price is credited to future billing cycles. 
However, Great Lakes Energy imposes 2 rules on their net metering customers: 
• Photovoltaic systems connected to a single meter must be less than 20 kW-peak to be 
compensated for electricity generation at a rate equal to the customer’s typical purchase 
price. Larger systems are divided into tiers (based on peak power) with larger system 
receiving a successively smaller fraction of the customer’s typical purchase price per 
kWh. 
• A system cannot be sized to regularly generate more energy than the demanded energy on 
that meter (seasonal variability may allow for net generation billing cycles but these 
should overall be balanced by net consumption billing cycles). 
 
To achieve maximum sustainability performance, Camp Michigania’s leadership team would 
like to construct as large of a system as budgets and regulations allow. Systems smaller than 20 
kW-peak receive the maximum credit per kWh. Since Michigania’s proposed photovoltaic sites 
are connected to meters that far exceed the expected output of a 20 kW photovoltaic array, the 
second constraint is not applicable. Thus any systems smaller than 20 kW/meter would be 
appropriate for camp’s goals. 
4.4 Selection and Vetting Process  
To ensure the cost-effectiveness of implementing solar PV at Camp Michigania, reviews were 
conducted to assess all proposals from four selected Michigan solar PV vendors, namely, The 
Green Panel, Greenlife, Michigan Energy Works, and Sunventrix. The assessment process is 











Figure 13: Selection & Vetting Process. 
4.4.1 Results of Selection  
After the interviews with all the vendors in June 2012, Michigan Energy Works was phased out 
because the company never responded to the request. All the other vendors demonstrated great 
interests in continuing the work with Camp Michigania and agreed to submit secondary 
proposals before October 2012 based on the assessment results and suggestions from the 
technical team. 
The technical team finished the assessment of secondary proposals in October 2012 by analyzing 
technical specifications of proposed solar products (PV panels, inverters and solar thermal panels) 
and by using a developed spreadsheet to calculate the present value and payback time of each 
proposal. 
The Green Panel was phased out after this round due to the long payback time, panel brand 
choice (non-U.S.), inflexibility with the system size and major change within its management 
team. Greenlife was required to submit a third proposal to decrease its cost of SunPower panels, 
the most efficient panels among the proposals. 
The technical team updated the analyses based on Greenlife’s new proposal, which lowered the 
cost by sacrificing high-efficiency SunPower panels. Figures 14 & 15 show the final solar PV 
system Net Present Value (NPV) analysis results of Sunventrix and Greenlife. Appendix XI 
shows the detailed analyses. 
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Analyses & Communication 






Figure 14: Sunventrix NPV System Value. 
 
 
Figure 15: Greenlife NPV System Value. 
A solar thermal system was also eliminated because of its long payback time and potential 
maintenance burden for camp staff. Detailed discussions are presented in a later section. 
The team exchanged ideas with the client and the advisor, and made final suggestions that 
Sunventrix should be considered the primary vendor for Camp Michigania’s solar PV project. 
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Figure 16: Qualitative Analysis of Sunventrix. 
The final proposal from Sunventrix is presented in Appendix XII. 
4.5 Other Sustainable Strategies 
4.5.1 Solar Thermal (Solar Hot Water) 
Of all the other renewable energy systems considered and not recommended, solar thermal was 
the technology we invested the most time in. We met with two solar thermal vendors and spent 
extensive time finding reliable factors to use in calculations, performing analysis, and double 
checking calculations. 
4.5.1.1 Technology Overview 
Solar Thermal, or the term Solar Hot Water that more aptly describes what was investigated for 
Michigania, is a technology that has been around for centuries. The sun’s radiation is able to heat 
up water that can either be used directly as potable water, or the fluid in the tubes can be used to 
heat up water through a heat transfer process. Solar power replaces the need for propane to heat 
the water. Operation steps are listed below and Figures 17 and 18 show a brief pictorial 
representation of a system. A more detailed pictorial representation can be found in Appendix 
XIII. 
Step 1:  The absorber coating on the inner glass tube absorbs sunlight and converts it into 
heat.  
Step 2:  Steam forms inside heat pipe which transfers heat rapidly up to the manifold.  
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Step 3:  A pump circulates water or heat transfer fluid through the header pipe, carrying 
heat back to the storage tank.  Gradually throughout the day the tank is heated 
up. 
The tank can be boosted by an electric element, gas/oil boiler, or the solar tank can 
simply feed an existing water heater tank with solar pre-heated water. (Apricus, 2013) 
   
Figure 17: Construction (left) and Operation (right) of an Apricus solar collector (Apricus, 
2013). 
   
Figure 18: Front (left) and side (right) views of a mounted Apricus solar collector. Right 
picture shows where fluid is piped through the roof line (Apricus, 2013). 
4.5.1.2 Siting 
During a visit to camp in May 2012, team members looked at various roofs to understand both 
their compass direction and roof angles. The Dining Hall and Education Center used the most 
propane as seen above in the Michigania Propane Purchases section of this report, so those two 
buildings became the focus. The Education Center has two main problems. One is that the roof is 
quite high off the ground with no flat roof nearby, so any maintenance would be dangerous. 
Second is that although the roof faces in a somewhat southwest direction which is good, there are 
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two trees growing near the area that will start to shade the roof line likely within the next 5 years 
and initial feedback indicates an unwillingness to cut them down. The one benefit of the 
Education Center is that it is used all year long. 
The Dining Hall has excellent south facing roofs, with plenty of flat roofs surrounding the angled 
roofs, allowing easy and safe access for maintenance. There are also no trees in the area so 
shading would not be a problem. Another positive is that two of the roof sections are close to the 
drop-down shaft that runs to the water heaters, so installation would be easier and somewhat less 
costly. Therefore it was decided that vendors would use the Dining Hall for their bids. 
4.5.1.3 Resource Availability / Calculations 
The resource available for solar thermal is the same as that available for solar PV, and that is 
explained in the solar PV section. As mentioned above, we chose the Dining Hall for vendors to 
place their bids, but on significant obstacle from a payback standpoint is the fact that the Dining 
Hall is only used from May 1 through September 15. 
For the first solar thermal quote given by Greenlife’s subcontractor using an Apricus solar 
thermal system, they attempted to get around the partial year use of hot water by also providing 
heat to the water room during the off-season, thereby reducing electricity usage. After running a 
detailed analysis, the Apricus system would provide 32% of the hot water needed for the Dining 
Hall and the payback period came back as 33 years for a propane only scenario and 27 years 
when including heat for the water room during the off-season. See Appendix XIV for the 
detailed analysis. 
For the second solar thermal quote given by Sunventrix’ subcontractor using a Caleffi solar 
thermal system, they did not quote heating the water room in the off-season. Their system would 
provide 29% of the hot water needed for the Dining Hall, but due to their lower price the 
payback period would be 25 years. Note that there were questions about how many actual BTUs 
the Caleffi system could provide but those questions were never answered by the vendor. Since 
the payback period was longer than solar PV and the vendor was unresponsive, the team decided 
to no longer pursue further answers as solar thermal would be eliminated as described below. See 
Appendix XV for the detailed analysis. 
4.5.1.4 Criteria for Elimination 
Two primary factors were used to eliminate solar thermal from consideration. First, the payback 
period was greater than solar PV by about 7 to 9 years for both vendors. This was a surprise 
initially as numerous articles have listed solar thermal payback periods in the 4 to 8 year range. 
Two known factors contributed to longer payback periods for Michigania. One factor is that the 
Dining Hall is only used from May 1 through September 15, so they don’t have the full twelve 
months each year to realize savings. Second is since Michigania is a non-profit, they do not 
qualify for the 30% tax credit and there are no other significant incentives they can get at the 
writing of this report. 
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The secondary factors used to eliminate solar thermal was the additional maintenance involved 
and the hesitancy on the part of the maintenance staff to take on such work when comparing to 
solar PV where very little maintenance is required. 
4.5.2 Wind  
4.5.2.1 Technology Overview  
Wind is caused by the uneven heating of the earth’s surface by incoming solar radiation. This 
uneven heating results in motion of air masses due to the thermal gradients on the earth’s 
surface.  
 
The kinetic energy of wind is converted to electrical energy by a wind turbine. The component 
within the turbine is an electrical generator, which consists of electrical windings surrounded by 
magnets. Other important components of a wind turbine are the blades, nacelle and shaft. The 
blades are aerodynamically designed to capture as much of the incoming wind energy as 
possible, and spin. The spinning wind turbine then spins the electrical generator through a 
gearbox (which simply increases the speed of rotation). This electrical energy generated can then 
be connected to the grid or to a standalone load. See figure below for a visual representation of a 
wind turbine. Wind power at a site can be quantified into different classes based on wind speed, 
as shown in Figure 19. 
 
 










Density at 50 m 
(W/m2) 
Wind Speed at 
50 m (m/s) 
Wind Speed at 
50 m (mph) 
2 Marginal 200 to 300 5.6 to 6.4 12.5 to 14.3 
3 Fair 300 to 400 6.4 to 7.0 14.3 to 15.7 
4 Good 400 to 500 7.0 to 7.5 15.7 to 16.8 
5 Excellent 500 to 600 7.5 to 8.0 16.8 to 17.9 
6 Outstanding 600 to 800 8.0 to 8.8 17.9 to 19.7 
7 Superb 800 to 1600 8.8 to 11.1 19.7 to 24.8 
4.5.2.2 Factors Affecting the Power Output from a Wind Turbine 
• The main factor affecting the output of a wind turbine is the prevailing wind speed. Table 
8 shows how wind power is classified based on wind speed. Figure 21 shows the wind 
speeds across different parts of Michigan at a height of 80 m. 
• The wind speed is affected by the height of the wind turbine. This is because wind speeds 
tend to be higher at higher altitudes. Unfortunately, due to physical (sizing) and financial 
constraints, only ‘small’ wind turbines were considered for Camp. These operate at a 
height of about 30 m. Figure 20 shows a wind turbine similar to one that was considered 
for Camp. 
• The length of the turbine blades (and hence the cross-sectional area swept by the spinning 
blades) also affects the output from the turbine. 
• The air density in a given area also affects the power output. The greater the air density, 
the higher is the power output.  
• Sufficient open land area is also required to properly place the turbine. 
 
 
Figure 20: An image of a small wind turbine.  (Cascade Engineering) 
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4.5.2.3 Environmental Benefits of Wind Power 
• Power produced from wind is carbon free. 
• Life cycle CO2 emissions from a wind turbine are the lowest of all existing energy 
generation sources.  
• The Net Energy Ratio of wind is much higher than other sources of energy generation. 
Net Energy Ratio is a metric used to quantify the ‘sustainability’ of an energy source. It is 
the ratio of delivered energy in a useable form (normally electricity) to the energy input 
obtained from fossil fuels across the entire life cycle of the source. (Price & Kendall, 
2012) 
4.5.2.4 Criteria for Elimination 
• Camp Michigania has plenty of trees, which greatly reduce the number of viable sites for 
placing wind turbines. 
• Small wind turbines (of about 30 m height) were considered, but the outputs from these 
were found to be insufficient.  
• The wind speeds at these heights (~ 30 m) at Camp during the summer months were 
found to be insufficient (shown in Table 9).   
 
Table 9: Wind Speeds at Camp Michigania during different seasons (National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory) 
Season 







• Campers’ responses from surveys indicated a strong dislike/aversion to wind power. 
• The Camp Michigania management team’s primary objective was to ensure that any 
renewable energy options considered fit with the camp’s aesthetics. Campers’ input was 
considered extremely important. 
• Finding reliable small wind turbines was difficult.  An investigation of various 
appropriately sized small wind turbines showed that there were several complaints about 
the standard brands used. 
• The best location to put up small turbines was in front of Walloon Lake, which was 
something the campers would be vehemently opposed to. 
• After speaking to Mark Clevey (Michigan Energy Development Commission), it was 
found that wind turbines required a significant amount of zoning and permitting, which 
would delay completion of the project.  
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• The Michigania management team was worried about pushback from the Boyne City 
community about the presence of wind turbines (for fear that these turbines would lower 
property value). 
• Campers were extremely concerned about the noise that would be generated by a small 
wind turbine, and how this would affect the aesthetics of camp. 
• Our project team wanted to introduce campers to renewable energy in small doses in 
order to gain acceptance. Wind turbines were considered too ‘intrusive’ to start with. 
4.5.2.5 Conclusion 
For reasons listed above, wind power was not chosen as an option at Camp Michigania. After a 
preliminary analysis, it was determined that significant deployment of wind energy was not 
viable from a technical standpoint for Camp Michigania. However, resistance from the campers 




Figure 21: Wind speeds in different regions of Michigan 
Image Source: (NREL) 
4.5.3 Biogas Energy 
4.5.3.1 Technology Overview  
Biomass is defined by the Energy Information Administration as “organic nonfossil material of 
biological origin constituting a renewable energy source”. This biomass can be combusted in a 
boiler to produce steam. This steam can then be used to turn a generator to produce electricity. 
Alternately, biomass could be put into a biogas digester. This digester contains microorganisms 
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that convert the biomass into biogas and solid slurry. The biogas can be used to produce heat and 
electricity. The slurry can be used as fertilizer as it is very rich in nutrients. 
 
Different sources of biomass can be used. Some of the commonly used biomass crops are switch 
grass, willow and poplar. For biogas production, any kind of organic waste is suitable.  
At Camp, potential sources of biomass are: 
 
i) Food waste from the dining hall 
ii) Horse manure from the stables 
 
Figure 22 explains how a potential biomass system at Camp would operate. 
 
 Waste from the kitchens and stables would be put in a collection tank. This waste material 
would then be sent to the anaerobic digester. Anaerobic digestion (Burke, 2001) is the 
breakdown of organic material in an environment free from oxygen. The outputs of this process 
are primarily methane and carbon dioxide gas, with some hydrogen sulfide. (Burke, 2001) 
 
These gases together are referred to as biogas. The biogas can be used to generate electricity or 
produce heat. As a result of this anaerobic breakdown, the quantity of solid waste in the digester 
is greatly reduced. The residual waste is referred to as slurry. This slurry is rich in organic 
material and can be used as a fertilizer for crops. This can also be a potential source of income 
for Camp. 
4.5.3.2 Environmental Benefits of Biomass as a Source of Energy/Heat 
 
• Biomass energy has a fairly high Net Energy ratio.  
• The process of producing electricity from biomass is nearly carbon free (i.e. emissions 









Figure 22: How a biogas digester operates (Biotec Asia Living Energy) 
4.5.3.3 Criteria for Elimination  
Since Camp is in operation only for a few months in the year, the digester would not have a 
steady source of input. One of the deciding factors in choosing a renewable energy option at 
Camp was the amount of maintenance the system would require. The intention was to choose a 
system that would be easy for the staff to use and operate. (Ideally the staff would be able to 
watch the system operate independently). A biomass system would require staff to physically 
transport the food waste and horse manure to the digester and also transport the slurry that the 
digester would output which adds more work for staff that are already fully occupied. 
 
After just a preliminary analysis, it was concluded that biomass energy in the form of an 
anaerobic digester was not the ideal way to introduce campers to renewable energy. Siting of the 
digester was a major concern in light of the aesthetics at Camp. A detailed analysis of digester 
sizing was not conducted, so there are no numbers to show the actual footprint of the digester. 
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However, it was assumed that the digester would ideally have to be kept as far away from the 
main camp as possible, so as not to be an ‘eyesore’. 
4.5.4 Geothermal  
4.5.4.1 Technology Overview  
There is energy stored in the earth’s surface in the form of trapped heat. This heat energy exists 
as hot water and steam, and is found in porous reservoirs. This hot water and steam can be used 
either to generate electricity, or to heat water or buildings. Additionally, the temperature below 
the earth’s surface is nearly constant and can be used as reservoir for heating and cooling spaces. 
This application is referred to as a ground source heat pump. 
 
There are three ways in which this energy from the earth’s surface can be used  (NREL) 
• Directly using the hot water and steam  
• Generating electricity by using the hot steam to turn a turbine 
• Using a geothermal heat pump to keep spaces warm in winter and cool in summer 
 
Geothermal works on the principle that temperature below the earth’s surface is nearly constant. 
Depending on latitude, the temperature under the earth is in the range of 45 F-75 F (7 C- 21 C). 
An easy way to imagine this is to think of an underground cave. It is always reasonably cool in a 
cave, irrespective of the season. Figure 24 shows the variation of geothermal resources across 
the United States. It is important to note that a majority of Michigan falls under the ‘Least 
Favorable’ category. 
 
For Camp Michigania, geothermal heat pumps were considered. A pump essentially transfers 
heat either to or from the room/space depending on the need (heating or cooling). These pumps 
essentially use a region under the earth as a reservoir of heat. During winter, the above surface 
temperature is very low. However, the temperature under the earth’s surface is much warmer in 
comparison. As a result, heat can be transferred from this reservoir under the earth to the 
room/space which is above the earth’s surface. In summer, the temperatures above the earth’s 
surface are higher than those below the earth’s surface. A pump can then transfer heat from the 
room/space to be cooled to this underground reservoir. Thus, it is clear that such pumps require a 
thermal gradient (i.e. two regions with different temperatures) to operate effectively. Figure 23 















Figure 24: Variation in geothermal resources across the United States 
Image Source: (Midwest Energy News) 
4.5.4.2 Environmental Benefits of Geothermal Energy 
• It is a carbon free source of energy/heat. 
• When used as a heat pump, some amount of electricity is consumed in operating the 
pump. 
4.5.4.3 Criteria for Elimination  
Camp is in session only in the summer months when there is no heating requirement. A 
geothermal heat pump would be most useful only in the winter months when there are no 
campers. As a result, it is difficult to justify allocating funds to a geothermal heat pump system, 
when these funds can be effectively used for a more appropriate and valuable renewable energy 
system for Camp. Maintenance and repair of these pipes would be difficult as well.  
4.5.5 Energy Efficiency  
Energy efficiency was originally selected as one of the viable areas for improving sustainability 
metrics at Camp Michigania. Energy efficiency is a broad term that describes technologies that 
could improve the efficiency of energy usage of a built environment. Major energy efficiency 
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technologies include LED lighting, high insulation value building materials, smart building 
controls, and efficient HVAC systems. 
After several preliminary site investigations, the team decided not to pursue energy efficiency for 
this particular project due to two major reasons. First, the dining hall was retrofitted to LEED 
Silver standard in 2010, so budget is limited for new projects. Second, the camp does not track 
its energy consumption to the extent required for a detailed energy efficiency analysis. However, 
we suggest incorporating a real-time energy monitoring system into the solar PV project to lay 
the ground work for future energy efficiency analysis. Additionally, we highly recommended 
that a later project further investigate this area as a priority, because energy efficiency has been 
proven in many cases to be the most cost-effective means to reduce energy consumption. 
4.6 Potential Follow-on Projects at Camp Michigania for Other SNRE Master’s 
Project Teams  
Camp Michigania is committed to making its operations more sustainable, while educating 
campers about how they can make their lives more sustainable. Since a number of the campers 
have positions of influence in various organizations, they have the potential to create the most 
change, by educating their co-workers, employees and families. 
 
Our group focused on renewable energy options at Camp. However, through our research, we 
learned that there are significant gains to be had in electricity and natural gas conservation. 
Therefore, our group concluded that a potential follow-on SNRE Master’s project team could 
focus on energy efficiency at Camp. Some of the activities that this project would involve are 
listed below: 
 
• Determine energy saving measures (both electricity and natural gas) for the existing site, 
with the aim of decreasing overall energy usage. 
• Determine camper views toward the implementation of various energy efficiency measures. 
(In order to maintain the aesthetics of camp and get support/funding from campers). 
• Provide optimum energy efficiency solutions, by analyzing technical, financial and 
aesthetic requirements.  
• Create an implementation plan for the measures recommended, which would specify the 
type, location and size of system(s). This would also include providing detailed ROI 
calculations to justify these measures to campers. 
• The dining hall provides the single greatest source of potential energy savings at Camp, and 
so a significant amount of research time would be spent on analyzing energy consumption 
patterns at this location. 
• Create educational materials for Camp Michigania’s Nature Program. 
• Create an on-site educational experience for campers, to aid their understanding of the 




Over the course of the last year, the team had numerous interactions with campers and staff at 
Michigania allowing for a solid grasp of what is important to a majority of those whom spend 
significant time at camp. Surveys conducted during this time showed that sustainability is either 
somewhat or very important to over 90% of respondents, and solar energy and energy efficiency 
had the highest likability rating at 90% of all renewable energy options. From an energy 
standpoint, the camp spends about $100,000 a year on electricity and propane, with the Dining 
Hall and Education Center being the two highest users over the last six years. Due to their high 
energy use and good site characteristics, the Dining Hall and Education Center were found to be 
the best candidates for a solar photovoltaic system after extensive site analyses and discussions 
with potential vendors. Based upon these findings, the team recommends the following: 
 
Education 
• Educational Programs  
o Include the educational materials designed by our team in the overall 
environmental education programs at camp. 
o Incorporate adult education programs side by side with children’s programs about 
renewable energy.  
• Create a Visual Interface for the Solar Array  
o This interface should show real time data for the array. 
o Provide context for the impact that the energy produced will have. 
• Increasing the Educational Role of the Sustainability Coordinator 
o Providing the coordinator with a teaching session in the morning to work with the 
kids programs at camp. 
Technical  
• Install a 19.76kW solar photovoltaic system on the south-facing Dining Hall roofs. 
Figure 25 shows the two roofs where the system would sit. 
• Use Sunventrix as the vendor and install Suniva solar modules and Enphase 






Figure 25: Location of Recommended 19.76 kW Solar Photovoltaic System. Area for solar 
modules indicated in red. 
 
Additionally, based on campers’ feedback, the team recommends that a follow-on student project 
at Camp focus on energy efficiency in the Dining Hall. This should involve conducting technical 
analyses to determine the best strategy to reducing the dining hall’s energy consumption, and 
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Appendix V: Adult Education Activities, Solar and Wind 
 
Renewable Energy Talks 




 These instructions 
 Solar Energy Fact Sheet—2013 version 




1.) The Solar Energy Fact Sheet is regularly updated by SNRE’s Center for Sustainable Systems, 
under “Photovoltaic Energy.” Before working with these documents, check that you have the 
most up-to-date version available. All updated versions are here: 
http://css.snre.umich.edu/publications/factsheets 
2.) Print off updated copies of the Solar Fact Sheet. 10-15 should suffice, with more or less 
depending on anticipated attendance. These sheets should be made available to participants when 
they enter. 
3.) Prepare the Solar PowerPoint Presentation. There are 2 videos in this presentation. Ensure that 
both are working properly before participants arrive. It would be exceedingly helpful to 
familiarize yourself with the PowerPoint and the Solar Fact Sheet before performing the activity. 
4.) While the audience is filtering in, put the first slide, labeled “SOLAR ENERGY” on the 
projector. 
5.) When the audience arrives, introduce the program using the following, or your own words: 
“Welcome to Renewable Energy Talks: Solar Edition. One page factsheets are available for anyone who 
didn’t get one when they came in, and you can take those with you after the presentation. 
Tonight/Today I’m going to present to you a general overview of where solar energy currently stands. I 
am personally not an expert in solar energy, and the point of the presentation isn’t to make anyone an 
expert—it’s just designed to provide general information for campers who are interested, and to spark 
discussion on the topic. The presentation will last 20-25 minutes, and we’ll use the rest of the time to 
discuss what we heard and thought. Any questions?” 
6.) Answer any questions you can and proceed with the presentation. 
7.) At the end of the presentation, let them know that it’s time for discussion. Lead the discussion or 


















































































Renewable Energy Talks 




 These instructions 
 Wind Energy Fact Sheet—2013 version 
 Wind PowerPoint Presentation with Notes 
Instructions: 
1.) The Wind Energy Fact Sheet is regularly updated by SNRE’s Center for Sustainable Systems. 
Before working with these documents, check that you have the most up-to-date version available. 
All updated versions are here: http://css.snre.umich.edu/publications/factsheets 
2.) Print off updated copies of the Wind Fact Sheet. 10-15 should suffice, with more or less 
depending on anticipated attendance. These sheets should be made available to participants when 
they enter. 
3.) Prepare the Wind PowerPoint Presentation. There are two (2) videos in this presentation. Ensure 
that both are working properly before participants arrive. It would be exceedingly helpful to 
familiarize yourself with the PowerPoint and the Wind Fact Sheet before performing the activity. 
4.) While the audience is filtering in, put the first slide, labeled “WIND ENERGY” on the projector. 
5.) When the audience arrives, introduce the program using the following, or your own words: 
“Welcome to Renewable Energy Talks: Wind Edition. One page factsheets are available for anyone who 
didn’t get one when they came in, and you can take those with you after the presentation. 
Tonight/Today I’m going to present to you a general overview of where wind energy currently stands. I 
am personally not an expert in wind energy, and the point of the presentation isn’t to make anyone an 
expert—it’s just designed to provide general information for campers who are interested, and to spark 
discussion on the topic. The presentation will last 20-25 minutes, and we’ll use the rest of the time to 
discuss what we heard and thought. Any questions?” 
6.) Answer any questions you can and proceed with the presentation. 
7.) At the end of the presentation, let them know that it’s time for discussion. Lead the discussion or 
























































































































2012 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 Total
20314-001 632400435 Director's House 4,660              6,689              4,068              5,376              5,034              5,418              31,245           
20314-002 34098369 South Cabins 14,15,16,17,18,19 (also Art & Craft in 2007) 6,501              5,555              5,272              5,653              7,836              14,134           44,951           
20314-004 33772345 Nest Building - Swim Beach 6,359              7,129              10,312           10,131           10,316           11,534           55,781           
20314-005 34098363 Farmhouse (not there now) 11,087           12,451           17,265           15,229           12,055           12,629           80,716           
20314-006 33772202 Riding Stables 260                 168                 337                 507                 290                 244                 1,806              
20314-007 34863949 Lake Cottage 2,129              4,346              5,620              4,337              4,505              10,748           31,685           
20314-008 34098367 Maintenance Barn 11,964           10,587           11,418           12,369           11,665           10,312           68,315           
20314-009 34447035 Dining Hall 122,360         109,360         113,560         63,719           54,250           51,922           515,171         
20314-010 34098366 South Cabins 5,6,7,8 5,495              3,516              3,433              4,702              4,681              6,876              28,703           
20314-011 34098405 South Cabins 1,2,3,4, South Laundry 11,613           10,881           15,981           19,594           20,751           23,445           102,265         
20314-012 34098368 South Cabins 9, 10,11,12,13, & Pump Station 9,769              2,614              2,999              3,805              2,992              7,761              29,940           
20314-013 34447043 Education Center 85,160           71,880           78,800           81,160           74,240           119,000         510,240         
20314-014 632404791 Roadhouse Cabin 14,800           3,423              1,371              1,042              2,271              2,898              25,805           
20314-015 31625914 Sign at Gate 276                 207                 302                 371                 467                 597                 2,220              
20314-016 34098354 Staff Cabins - East 8,790              7,420              7,821              7,408              8,423              10,012           49,874           
20314-023 24961146 Nature Center Bldg 7,894              8,704              9,228              8,516              7,594              8,800              50,736           
20314-024 34098471 North Cabins 1,2,3,4, North Laundry 33,872           14,073           7,270              6,956              7,178              10,905           80,254           
20314-025 24755174 North Cabins 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 2,490              2,731              2,060              1,927              1,872              -                  11,080           
20314-026 33772292 Staff Cabins - West 4,257              4,513              3,437              1,402              1,139              2,532              17,280           
20314-027 24669027 Food Service Director's House 12,079           10,894           8,204              4,523              3,114              4,357              43,171           
20314-028 37460407 Arts & Craft Bldg (New in 2008) 24,080           24,120           26,400           26,320           27,640           -                  128,560         
20314-029 38494662 West Pole Barn (Maintenance) 1,786              423                 272                 4                      -                  -                  2,485              
20314-030 36639718 Staff Cabins 4, 5 (New in 2012) 848                 -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  848                 
Totals 388,529         321,684         335,430         285,051         268,313         314,124         1,913,131     
% Change from Prior Year 21% -4% 18% 6% -15% N/A








2012 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 Total
20314-001 632400435 Director's House 781$               948$               708$               749$               738$               762$            4,686$         
20314-002 34098369 South Cabins 14,15,16,17,18,19 (also Art & Craft in 2007) 984                 830                 795                 783                 1,030              1,640          6,062           
20314-004 33772345 Nest Building - Swim Beach 969                 992                 1,315              1,206              1,290              1,364          7,136           
20314-005 34098363 Farmhouse (not there now) 1,490              1,552              2,033              1,731              1,478              1,479          9,762           
20314-006 33772202 Riding Stables 297                 263                 281                 275                 244                 240              1,601           
20314-007 34863949 Lake Cottage 503                 700                 828                 644                 689                 1,283          4,647           
20314-008 34098367 Maintenance Barn 1,585              1,359              1,434              1,433              1,424              1,251          8,486           
20314-009 34447035 Dining Hall 13,737           11,714           12,014           6,604              5,939              5,373          55,381         
20314-010 34098366 South Cabins 5,6,7,8 873                 615                 602                 690                 698                 908              4,387           
20314-011 34098405 South Cabins 1,2,3,4, South Laundry 1,546              1,389              1,902              2,131              2,387              2,558          11,914         
20314-012 34098368 South Cabins 9, 10,11,12,13, & Pump Station 1,353              519                 556                 600                 527                 997              4,551           
20314-013 34447043 Education Center 9,636              7,817              8,446              8,151              7,892              12,146        54,087         
20314-014 632404791 Roadhouse Cabin 1,902              619                 428                 327                 454                 504              4,233           
20314-015 31625914 Sign at Gate 299                 267                 278                 263                 262                 276              1,645           
20314-016 34098354 Staff Cabins - East 1,237              1,023              1,056              939                 1,101              1,211          6,566           
20314-023 24961146 Nature Center Bldg 1,137              1,161              1,205              1,059              999                 1,100          6,661           
20314-024 34098471 North Cabins 1,2,3,4, North Laundry 3,976              1,757              999                 895                 971                 1,299          9,896           
20314-025 24755174 North Cabins 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 543                 531                 459                 411                 357                 54                2,355           
20314-026 33772292 Staff Cabins - West 744                 759                 636                 379                 348                 489              3,355           
20314-027 24669027 Food Service Director's House 1,630              1,479              1,169              711                 570                 692              6,252           
20314-028 37460407 Arts & Craft Bldg (New in 2008) 2,922              2,944              3,167              2,944              3,226              -               15,202         
20314-029 38494662 West Pole Barn (Maintenance) 473                 307                 291                 23                    -                  -               1,094           
20314-030 36639718 Staff Cabins 4, 5 (New in 2012) 281                 -                  -                  -                  -                  -               281               
Totals 48,896$         39,544$         40,604$         32,946$         32,625$         35,625$      230,240$    
% Change from Prior Year 24% -3% 23% 1% -8% N/A







Map above produced using Great Lakes Energy data compiled by Tim Dobson; used 
http://batchgeo.com/ to map.  
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Appendix VII: Electricity Use Charts (Great Lakes Energy, 2007-2012) 
   Note 1: As of 2012, Camp Michigania has 23 electric meters on site 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































South Cabins 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, & Pump Station 

























































South Cabins 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2012 (Partial) 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 Total
30490 Director's Residence (Gray House) - Tank # 613241   532                 1,058              910                 1,265              1,060              922                 5,746              
30491 569090: 613151   S 9 & 10 1,382              1,384              2,048              1,705              2,497              2,412              11,427           
30492 007075: 008001   Ed Center 2,206              3,612              9,488              4,203              2,891              3,407              25,807           
30493 Food Service Director's Residence - Tank # 542059 459                 907                 863                 567                 781                 927                 4,503              
30494 613154   N 2 2,963              2,576              2,886              3,267              3,094              2,782              17,568           
30495 601496   15-NC 9 132                 157                 191                 229                 267                 180                 1,156              
30496 549892   17/V2 280                 552                 469                 676                 517                 583                 3,077              
30497 571181   18-NC 7 224                 472                 422                 519                 558                 491                 2,687              
30498 030777: 620481   SC 1 Laundry 1,310              1,318              1,441              2,242              1,878              1,463              9,652              
30500 SC Parking - Tank # 899624 1,740              2,307              2,125              3,354              720                 -                  10,247           
30505 07298 629                 1,178              657                 1,291              1,396              -                  5,152              
30506 No name given -                  -                  324                 371                 -                  -                  695                 
30507 002107: 002359   SC 6-7 3,289              2,780              2,814              4,580              3,896              2,737              20,096           
30508 No name given -                  458                 -                  -                  -                  303                 761                 
30509 No name given 138                 570                 446                 610                 510                 551                 2,825              
30510 530677: 577211: 613153: 613155   Dining Hall 2,888              5,094              6,764              7,375              6,393              7,615              36,129           
30515 No name given 142                 226                 157                 186                 178                 97                    986                 
30517 007086   NC Laundry 287                 587                 656                 826                 753                 657                 3,766              
30518 601481   Brown House 820                 1,911              1,113              1,005              1,023              902                 6,774              
Totals 19,418           27,147           33,774           34,270           28,413           26,029           169,051         




2012 (Partial) 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 Total
30490 Director's Residence (Gray House) - Tank # 613241   1,223$           2,196$           1,716$           2,618$           2,298$           1,544$        11,595$       
30491 569090: 613151   S 9 & 10 3,178              2,867              3,863              3,297              5,489              4,146          22,840         
30492 007075: 008001   Ed Center 5,071              7,427              17,164           7,189              7,224              5,777          49,852         
30493 Food Service Director's Residence - Tank # 542059 1,055              1,897              1,606              1,252              1,654              1,554          9,017           
30494 613154   N 2 5,895              5,254              5,390              6,912              6,802              4,693          34,947         
30495 601496   15-NC 9 304                 313                 381                 400                 668                 315              2,380           
30496 549892   17/V2 644                 1,165              937                 1,167              1,291              992              6,196           
30497 571181   18-NC 7 514                 981                 843                 897                 1,359              841              5,435           
30498 030777: 620481   SC 1 Laundry 3,012              2,728              2,792              4,476              4,262              2,454          19,724         
30500 SC Parking - Tank # 899624 3,039              4,689              4,017              7,053              1,800              -               20,598         
30505 07298 1,445              2,356              1,182              2,842              3,091              -               10,916         
30506 No name given -                  -                  583                 667                 -                  -               1,250           
30507 002107: 002359   SC 6-7 7,560              5,686              5,319              9,546              8,715              4,730          41,556         
30508 No name given -                  915                 -                  -                  -                  500              1,414           
30509 No name given 316                 1,180              891                 1,054              1,275              940              5,656           
30510 530677: 577211: 613153: 613155   Dining Hall 6,639              10,660           13,123           15,420           14,142           12,954        72,938         
30515 No name given 326                 474                 314                 325                 445                 160              2,044           
30517 007086   NC Laundry 659                 1,219              1,311              1,424              1,882              1,122          7,618           
30518 601481   Brown House 1,885              3,909              2,113              2,087              2,246              1,522          13,762         
Totals 42,765$         55,915$         63,546$         68,626$         64,644$         44,243$      339,739$    









Red indicators on map above show the location of propane tanks at Camp Michigania. Locations 
were found by Tim Dobson and Andrew Heairet during a site assessment at camp in May, 2012 





Appendix IX: Propane Purchases Charts (Petoskey Propane, 2007-2012) 
   Note 1: As of 2012, Camp Michigania has 19 propane accounts with Petoskey Propane 
   Note 2: A search of propane tanks on site in May, 2012 found 23 tanks 
   Note 3: Vertical axis may be different for below charts to help see trends better 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix X: Zoning Information and Technical Feedback 
 
Below is feedback on January 3, 2013 from a Michigania camper, who recently installed solar 
trackers at a location about 20 miles from Michigania, regarding zoning and other technical 
information. Note that the camper describes some technical problems that will be good for 
Michigania and the solar vendor to be aware of for the future. All were notified in January, 2013 
but it is important to document here as well to maintain that record. 
 
Yesterday was a milestone of sorts for my solar installation as it's now delivered 1.0 
megawatt-hour of energy to the grid.  Due to start-up issues, though, that's only 61% of the 
estimated energy generation.  All known issues are now resolved, and the system has 
generated 248 kWh over the last 7 days (with estimated generation being 246 kWh per 
PVWatts v2.0 http://www.nrel.gov/rredc/pvwatts/grid.html). 
 
To reiterate, I had no zoning issues with Hudson Twp or Charlevoix County whatsoever.  As 
evidence, the Charlevoix building inspector called my ground mount array a 160 foot "fence" 
and charged me $42 for the structural permit (required only because it was over 8 feet high).  
No zoning permit was required by Hudson Twp as they had no regulation on the books 
regarding solar modules. 
 
During construction, we had trouble excavating for the foundation footings.  The soil is very 
sandy here and ended up requiring 24" diameter sonotubes for the concrete footings to 
prevent cave-ins below about 5 feet of depth. I had originally planned to use a Bobcat-
mounted auger and pour concrete directly into 18" holes, but the holes got very wide during 
excavation due to continuous cave-ins. 
 
I anticipated and designed for a myriad of problems, but did not suspect that power quality 
(or lack thereof, specifically excess harmonic distortion) would end up being the main startup 
problem that has impacted my system.  I want to take a moment and express my complete 
satisfaction with Great Lakes Energy's superb level of service and expertise in helping 
resolve my issues.  The day after the power quality issue was identified, Great Lakes Energy 
put 4 of their 5 engineers to work on my problem and deployed several more techs out into 
the field to do research on my behalf.  The head engineer (Gus Paz) stayed in direct phone 
contact with me all through the resolution process.  He personally took ownership of all 
problems, even extending to a billing issue with the net metering where I was charged instead 
of credited with my monthly generation (due to a new billing system).  I don't suspect that a 
bigger power company would be nearly as responsive or as thorough. 
 
So the lesson learned regarding power quality is to measure the total harmonic distortion on 
each leg of the split phase 240 VAC and attempt to drive it down under 3.7% to keep the 
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Enphase M215 microinverters from repeatedly being knocked off-line.  This should happen 
even before construction begins since it can be a long process to identify, correct, and/or 
filter whatever excess distortion is present in the AC wave form. 
 
My symptom was the repeated disconnection and re-connection of microinverters to the grid.  
This was happening many times per hour per microinverter.  The net result was that the 
microinverters were spending a fair amount of time off-line during the day.  I was seeing 
about a 50% reduction from the estimated power generation.  Enphase support used their 
remote control capability through the internet to identify the problem as a heavily distorted 
AC sine wave (their L1/L2 raw data wave forms are attached to this email).  The 
microinverters use a built-in pure sine wave table as a reference and were unable to fully 
track the distorted sine wave all the time.  
 
The day after receiving this report from me, Great Lakes Energy (GLE) assembled a team of 
4 engineers to discuss the problem and sent a tech out to my site to measure total harmonic 
distortion (THD).  They reported a THD of 4.2% on L1 (leg 1) and 4.1% THD on L2 at the 
service entrance. Enphase Energy's recommendation was to limit the THD to 3%. 
 
Now, a little background information on THD to put the data in perspective.  IEEE Standard 
519,“RECOMMENDED PRACTICES AND REQUIREMENTS FOR HARMONIC 
CONTROL IN ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS” provides suggested harmonic values for 
power systems:  “Computers and allied equipment, such as programmable controllers, 
frequently require AC sources that have no more than 5% harmonic voltage distortion factor 
[THD], with the largest single harmonic being no more than 3% of the fundamental voltage. 
Higher levels of harmonics result in erratic, sometimes subtle, malfunctions of equipment 
that can, in some cases, have serious consequences.”  The limits on voltage harmonics are 
thus typically set by utilities at 5% for THD and 3% for any single harmonic. It is important 
to note that the suggestions and values given in the IEEE 519 standard are purely voluntary.  
Great Lakes Energy guidelines dictate even more strict levels of THD:  3% maximum for 
residences.  Thus, they accepted responsibility for the high levels of THD and began a search 
of powerlines in the area for the source of the THD.  As such sources are found, they are 
required to filter out their distortion or face being disconnected from the grid.   
 
Based on the "fingerprint" of excessive 3rd, 5th, and 11th harmonics, GLE knew right where 
to look.  The sources of this distortion are the more than 4,000 gas wells in and around 
Charlevoix county.  Each uses variable frequency motors to pump the liquefied gas.  These 
drive systems have a non-linear power draw from the grid that distorts the pure AC sine wave 
for those customers connected to the same transmission leg.  In prior years, such harmonic 
issues had been identified and solved by requiring the pipeline companies to add filters to the 
most egregious sources of distortion, and GLE suspected that one or more of these filters 
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may have developed problems.  None were found.  The elevated THD was caused by many 
gas wells in the aggregate, but no individual well was responsible, and thus no additional 
action could quickly be enforced. 
 
GLE's next step was to measure the distortion of all three phases on their transmission 
system.  One phase of the three had a slightly lower distortion of 3.9%, but it was not the 
phase to which I (and all of my neighbors for miles around) were connected.  GLE decided to 
swap phases at the substation to provide me (and hundreds of neighbors) the phase with the 
cleaner AC wave form.  This not-insignificant effort and temporary power interruption to my 
neighbors during the swap over demonstrates how seriously GLE wanted to solve the 
problem.  Immediately after the swap, the number of microinverter "events" dropped from 
many/minute to several/hour.  Clearly the reduction in THD from 4.2% to 3.9% was helping 
the inverters track the AC sine wave more accurately, but the disconnections were still 
causing about a 25% loss of generation capacity. 
 
Recognizing that GLE was not going to be able to further reduce the THD of the new phase 
anytime soon, I knew that my site was going to need a filter to reduce the incoming THD 
down to acceptable levels.  Specifically, a low pass filter was needed to remove the higher 
order harmonic distortion caused by the gas wells (3rd, 5th, 11th order).  Filters that can 
handle 400 amps are not cheap!  But I also knew that transformers act as low pass filters, and 
the larger the transformer (impedance), the more it filters.  My service entrance had a 25 
kVA transformer which, for residential service, is already quite large.  The rule of thumb is 
to double or triple the transformer rating to get a noticeable additional filtering effect, and I 
was unsure if GLE would increase the size of an already large transformer for free.  I 
suggested to GLE that they swap my transformer out for a 50 kVA model and they agreed 
without complaint or cost to me.  More kudos to GLE! 
 
This investigation started on November 12, 2012.  By December 14, 2012, the new 50 kVA 
transformer was installed, and immediately the microinverters became stable.  I may have 
seen 1 or 2 individual events that day, but even those went away after a few days.  I was 
finally making expected power!  But the final test had to wait for a "full power" day since 
THD typically increases at higher current (power) levels.  December 18th had a brilliant blue 
sky and the system peaked at 17.08 kW with no sign of microinverter instability.   
 
The combination of actions taken by GLE had reduced the THD to acceptable levels, but 
what was the final THD at my site?  GLE also wanted to know and scheduled a tech to return 
to my site to measure it.  A major snowstorm on December 20th put 20" of snow on my 
panels which was not to melt off until January 5th.  So on January 8th, with the system 
generating 17 kW, GLE came out and took a THD reading.  The final readings were 3.7% 
(L1) and 3.7% (L2).  
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Estimated Propane Use for Heating Water  (Inputs = black, Computed values = blue)
Description Values Reference Source / Formula
Estimated water temp in ground (degrees F) 52 A Solar thermal contractor estimate
Ave water temp observed during visits (degrees F) 135 B On site observations
Temp rise required (degrees F) 83 C B - A
Ave water gallons/day (from softener readout) 5095 D Lester from maintenance read the water softner display
% hot water of total water used 40% E Industry std per Roger Peters, Solar Solutions of Michigan
Hot water used per day (gallons/day) 2038 F D * E
Propane conversion factor (BTU/1 gal propane) 91,648 H Energy star document (EPA)
kWh conversion factor (BTU/1 kWh) 3412 I Energy star document (EPA)
Mass (m) of water (lbs/1 gal) 8.343 J U.S. Geological Survey 
Heat capacity / Specific heat (c) of water (BTU/1 °F lb) 1 K Fundamentals of Classical Thermodynamics, 4th Ed., p 810, Table A.9E
Formula used to find energy to heat water: mc∆T (BTU/1 gal water 692 L J * K * C
Energy needed to heat ave hot water use at camp (BTU/day) 1,411,252        M L * F 
Water heater efficiency 96% N Lochnivar website document
Energy needed to heat ave hot water use at camp (BTU/day) 1,470,054        O M / N
Propane needed to heat water (gallons/day) 16.04                P O / H
2012 cost of propane ($/1 gallon) 2.30$                Q Petosky Propane
Annual days propane used (days) 138                    R Per maintenance personnel, May 1 - Sep 15
Annual cost of propane to heat water ($) 5,089$              S P * Q * R
Sealsonal solar thermal production (BTU) 64,913,290     T See solar thermal vendor's sheet to the below
Daily solar thermal production (BTU/day) 470,386           U T / R
% energy proposed solar thermal system provides 32% --- U / O  (10 Apricus AP-30 modules)
Project Camp Michigania (10) Legend: AD = Average Day 30 tubes are the number of tubes per module. See picture below.
03006 Camp Sherwood R%d BD = Best Day
Boyne City, Mi  49712 WD = Worst Day Note: All items in black from solar thermal vendor (Roger)
1-30 Evacuated Tube Collector Collect = Colletor  
Location:   Req = Required
Latitude 42.37 / Longitude -83.12 Fur = Furnished AVERAGE BTU PER DAY REQUIRED
 1,155,790
Month AD/ BTU 30 TUBE BD/30- TUBE WD 30 TUBE # COLLECT AVE BTU REQ AVE BTU FUR % CONTRIB BD TOTAL WD TOTAL Days in Month Total BTU in Month
January 21,344.0 36,880.0 2,670.0 10  213,440.0 #VALUE! 368,800.0 26,700.0
February 26,456.0 47,102.5 3,102.5 10  264,560.0 #VALUE! 471,025.0 31,025.0
March 34,502.5 58,015.0 5,425.0 10  345,025.0 #VALUE! 580,150.0 54,250.0
April 37,550.0 63,170.0 7,562.5 10  375,500.0 #VALUE! 631,700.0 75,625.0
May 46,788.0 64,805.0 10,187.5 10 1,155,790 467,880.0 40.48% 648,050.0 101,875.0 31 14,504,280                   
June 48,967.0 64,847.5 13,852.5 10 1,155,790 489,670.0 42.37% 648,475.0 138,525.0 30 14,690,100                   
July 47,644.0 64,630.0 16,077.5 10 1,155,790 476,440.0 41.22% 646,300.0 160,775.0 31 14,769,640                   
August 46,872.0 57,845.0 16,525.0 10 1,155,790 468,720.0 40.55% 578,450.0 165,250.0 31 14,530,320                   
September 42,793.0 53,920.0 10,800.0 10 577,895 427,930.0 74.05% 539,200.0 108,000.0 15 6,418,950                      
October 35,267.0 51,100.0 6,465.0 10  352,670.0 #VALUE! 511,000.0 64,650.0
November 24,176.0 42,565.0 2,415.0 10  241,760.0 #VALUE! 425,650.0 24,150.0 138 64,913,290                   
December 20,876.0 27,377.5 1,275.0 10  208,760.0 #VALUE! 273,775.0 12,750.0








Solar Thermal Payback  (Inputs = black, Computed values = blue)
Description Values Reference Source / Formula
Propane conversion factor (BTU/1 gal propane) 91,648              H Energy star document (EPA)
2012 cost of propane ($/1 gallon) 2.30$                Q Petosky Propane
Annual days propane used (days) 138                    R Per maintenance personnel, May 1 - Sep 15
Sealsonal solar thermal production (BTU) 64,913,290     T See solar thermal vendor's sheet above
Daily solar thermal production (BTU/day) 470,386           U T / R
Gal/propane per day saved (gal/day) 5                        V U / H
Cost/day saved, propane ($/day) 12$                    W V * Q
Cost/year saved, propane ($/year) 1,628$              X W * R
Total cost of system ($) 102,985$         Y Vendor quote (Greenlife - see separate tab for copy)
Simple payback - propane savings only (years) 63                      Z Y / X
NPV payback - propane savings only (years) 33                      Graph below Using 4% inflation rate and 0.25% discount rate
Added in potential electric savings below
Electricity used 9-14-2010 through  4-13-2011 (kWh) 9,880                AA Great Lakes Energy Invoices
Electricity used 9-13-2011 through  4-11-2012 (kWh) 13,280              AB Great Lakes Energy Invoices
Average electricity used per year in off-season (kWh) 11,580              AC (AA + AB) / 2
Estimated % of electricity used for heating water room 50% AD Estimate
Estimated electricity used for water room heater off-season (kWh) 5,790                AE AC * AD
Cost of electricity / kWh, 2012 ($/kWh) 0.108$              AF Great Lakes Energy Invoices
Cost/year saved, electricity by heating with solar thermal ($/year) 625$                 AG AE * AF
Total cost/year saved, propane and electricity ($/year) 2,254$              AH AG + X
Simple payback - propane & electric savings (years) 46                      AI Y / AH






Note: Above graphs produced from Excel spreadsheets using appropriate inflation and discount 
rates to perform net present value computations to determine payback periods. Spreadsheets 
were verified independently by second technical team member who is an electrical engineer 










Estimated Propane Use for Heating Water  (Inputs = black, Computed values = blue)
Description Values Reference Source / Formula
Estimated water temp in ground (degrees F) 52 A Solar thermal contractor estimate
Ave water temp observed during visits (degrees F) 135 B On site observations
Temp rise required (degrees F) 83 C B - A
Ave water gallons/day (from softener readout) 5095 D Lester from maintenance read the water softner display
% hot water of total water used 40% E Industry std per Roger Peters, Solar Solutions of Michigan
Hot water used per day (gallons/day) 2038 F D * E
Propane conversion factor (BTU/1 gal propane) 91,648 H Energy star document (EPA)
kWh conversion factor (BTU/1 kWh) 3412 I Energy star document (EPA)
Mass (m) of water (lbs/1 gal) 8.343 J U.S. Geological Survey 
Heat capacity / Specific heat (c) of water (BTU/1 °F lb) 1 K Fundamentals of Classical Thermodynamics, 4th Ed., p 810, Table A.9E
Formula used to find energy to heat water: mc∆T (BTU/1 gal water) 692 L J * K * C
Energy needed to heat ave hot water use at camp (BTU/day) 1,411,252        M L * F 
Water heater efficiency 96% N Lochnivar website document
Energy needed to heat ave hot water use at camp (BTU/day) 1,470,054        O M / N
Propane needed to heat water (gallons/day) 16.04                P O / H
2012 cost of propane ($/1 gallon) 2.30$                Q Petosky Propane
Annual days propane used (days) 138                    R Per maintenance personnel, May 1 - Sep 15
Annual cost of propane to heat water ($) 5,089$              S P * Q * R
Sealsonal solar thermal production (BTU) 59,800,000     T Vendor's RET Screen Energy Model output
Daily solar thermal production (BTU/day) 433,333           U T / R







Note: Above graph produced from Excel spreadsheet using appropriate inflation and discount 
rates to perform net present value computations to determine payback period. Spreadsheet was 
verified independently by second technical team member who is an electrical engineer familiar 
with net present value computations. 
 
Solar Thermal Payback  (Inputs = black, Computed values = blue)
Description Values Reference Source / Formula
Propane conversion factor (BTU/1 gal propane) 91,648              H Energy star document (EPA)
2012 cost of propane ($/1 gallon) 2.30$                Q Petosky Propane
Annual days propane used (days) 138                    R Per maintenance personnel, May 1 - Sep 15
Seasonal solar thermal production (BTU) 59,800,000     T Vendor's RET Screen Energy Model output
Daily solar thermal production (BTU/day) 433,333           U T / R
Gal/propane per day saved (gal/day) 5                        V U / H
Cost/day saved, propane ($/day) 11$                    W V * Q
Cost/year saved, propane ($/year) 1,500$              X W * R
Total cost of system ($) 59,121$           Y Vendor quote 
Simple payback - propane savings only (years) 39                      Z Y / X
NPV payback - propane savings only (years) 25                      Graph below Using 4% inflation rate and 0.25% discount rate
